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ABSTRACT
The master’s thesis considers the influence of Styrian and Upper Carniola dialect
on the pronunciation of English of Slovene students. Various factors influence the
Slovene students’ pronunciation of English. The influence of mother tongue on the
Slovene students’ pronunciation of English has been firmly established. However,
it is only logical to think that dialect also has an important influence on the Slovene
students’ pronunciation of English. The purpose of the research is to determine the
influence of Styrian dialect and Upper Carniola dialect on the pronunciation of
English of Slovene students. The master’s thesis strengthens the evidence for
dialect influence, observes the extent of dialect influence in both dialect areas,
determines in which area the dialect influence on the pronunciation of English is
more visible and identifies the reasons for such influence. The research employs
various research methods. Contrastive analysis is used to compare the sound
systems of Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect with the sound system of British
English. Based on the findings of the contrastive analysis words are chosen and
organised in a test which is used for obtaining samples for analysis. Fieldwork is
then carried out. Auditory analysis of samples includes listening to audio material
and producing phonemic transcriptions, which concludes with statistical analysis of
data. The results show that both Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect significantly
influence the pronunciation of English of Slovene students. Dialect influence is
slightly more prevalent in the Styrian dialect region, especially in the case of RP
English /e/ and /ʊ/. Slovene students of English speak interlanguage and their
interphonology rules mostly stem from English phonological rules.

Keywords: Upper Carniola dialect, Styrian dialect, contrastive analysis, error
analysis, interlanguage.

POVZETEK
Magistrsko delo preučuje vpliv štajerskega in gorenjskega narečja na izgovorjavo
angleščine slovenskih učencev. Ker je bil vpliv materinščine na izgovorjavo že
večkrat dokazan, sklepamo, da ima narečje, ki ga govorijo slovenski učenci
angleščine, prav tako pomemben vpliv na njihovo izgovorjavo. V procesu učenja
materinščine je malo verjetno, da so otroci izpostavljeni izključno njeni standardni
različici, saj so tudi pod vplivom narečja okolja, iz katerega izhajajo. Raziskave so
pokazale, da je izgovorjava tujega jezika tako pod vplivom standardne različice
materinščine, kot tudi pod vplivom posameznikovega narečja (Karpf, Kettemann,
Viereck 1980; povz. po Jurančič Petek, 2007: 11). Eden izmed dejavnikov, ki prav
tako vpliva na izgovorjavo angleščine slovenskih učencev, so množični mediji, ki
običajno dajejo prednost ameriški različici angleščine.
Magistrsko delo obravnava teoretična izhodišča protistavnostne analize in
uporabnosti le-te pri poučevanju tujega jezika. V okviru protistavnostne analize
primerjamo dva ali več jezikov z namenom ugotavljanja razlik in podobnosti. Cilj
je odkriti točke pozitivnega in negativnega prenosa iz materinščine v tuj jezik.
Pomembno vlogo pri poučevanju tujega jezika ima tudi analiza napak. Napake
dajejo učiteljem vedeti, kako blizu cilja oz. kako daleč od cilja je učenec, in kaj še
mora usvojiti. Napake so uporabne tudi za učence, saj jih lahko uporabijo kot učni
pripomoček (Corder, 1967: 165–167; Corder, 1981: 10–11).
Slovenski učenci, ki se učijo angleščine kot tujega jezika govorijo t. i. medjezik.
Pojem medjezik opisuje učenčevo različico tujega jezika, tj. skupek oz. mešanica
učenčeve materinščine in tujega jezika (Corder, 1981: 2). Pravila medjezika zato
izhajajo tako iz materinščine kot iz tujega jezika, ne glede na to, ali imata jezika
kakšna skupna pravila.
Pomemben vidik izgovorjave je koartikulacija, ki pomeni vpliv enega glasovnega
segmenta na drug glasovni segment (Daniloff in Hammarberg, 1973: 239).
Koartikulacija je pomembna v smislu artikulacije, saj omogoča gladek pretok
artikulacijskih gibov. V okviru zaznavanja pa je koartikulacija pomembna tako za
razumljivost kot tudi za kakovost govora (Daniloff in Hammarberg, 1973: 246–
247).

Magistrsko delo natančneje obravnava tudi slovenska narečja. Najprej je opisan
nastanek slovenskega jezika, čemur sledi navedba različnih načinov klasifikacije
slovenskih narečij. Nadalje so opisane njihove glavne značilnosti, s podrobnejšim
prikazom fonoloških značilnosti gorenjskega in štajerskega narečja.
Glavne fonološke značilnosti gorenjskega narečja po Greenbergu (2000: 23) so:
 odraza za *ě̄ in *ō sta monoftonga,
 tonemsko nasprotje rastoč : padajoč v dolgih naglašenih zlogih,
 nasprotje med dolgim in kratkim naglasom v zadnjem ali edinem besednem
zlogu in
 redukcija kratkih visokih samoglasnikov (*ě, *i, *u > ə/ø).
Glavne fonološke značilnosti štajerskega narečja po Greenbergu (2000: 34) so:
 odraza za *ě̄ in *ō sta dvoglasnika (ei, ou), vendar pa sta se v nekaterih
narečjih monoftongizirala v ẹ in ọ,
 daljšanje kratkih naglašenih nezadnjih zlogov,
 *u se je pomaknil naprej v ü,
 ni vokalne redukcije in
 izguba tonemskega naglasa.
V magistrskem delu smo uporabili različne metode. S protistavnostno analizo smo
primerjali zvočne sisteme gorenjskega in štajerskega narečja z zvočnim sistemom
britanske angleščine. Slednji je je bil uporabljen zato, ker se uporablja pri pouku
tujega jezika angleščine v slovenskih osnovnih šolah. Cilj protistavnostne analize
je bil napovedati področja, na katerih bodo slovenski učenci angleščine
najverjetneje naleteli na težave z izgovorjavo zaradi svojega narečja. Na podlagi
ugotovitev smo izbrali besede, iz katerih smo izoblikovali test. Tega smo v okviru
terenskega dela uporabili za pridobivanje vzorcev. Sledila je slušna analiza
dobljenih zvočnih posnetkov, njihova transkripcija in statistična analiza podatkov.
Vpliv štajerskega in gorenjskega narečja na izgovorjavo angleščine slovenskih
učencev je viden v odgovorih učencev za angleške samoglasnike /e/, /æ/, /ɒ/, /u:/,
/ʊ/. Osredotočili smo se na kvaliteto samoglasnikov. Test ni bil kontaminiran.
Učenci so poskušali popraviti svoje odgovore, predvsem pri parih besed kot je food

– foot, saj so vedeli, da bi se morala izgovorjava besed razlikovati, vendar niso
dosegli pravilnega odgovora. To je bil prvi dokaz za vpliv narečja na izgovorjavo
angleščine.
Vpliv narečja na izgovorjavo angleščine slovenskih učencev je najbolj viden na
primeru samoglasnika /e/. Angleški /e/ je kratek sprednji samoglasnik, ki se
izgovarja tako, da je sprednji del jezika privzdignjen med odprto in zaprto pozicijo
(Cruttenden, 1994: 101). Slovenščina razlikuje med dvema kvalitetama
samoglasnika /e/, in sicer med ozkim /e/ in širokim /ɛ/. Angleški srednji /e/ tako v
slovenščini nima enakovrednega samoglasnika. Posledično so slovenski učenci
angleški /e/ nadomestili z ozkim /e/ ali s širokim /ɛ/, kar so potrdili tudi rezultati
naše raziskave. Učenci, ki govorijo gorenjsko narečje, so v večji meri angleški /e/
nadomestili z ožjo različico, ki je podobna slovenskemu ozkemu /e/. Učenci iz
štajerske narečne skupine pa so uporabili bolj odprto različico, in sicer e++, ki je
med slovenski širokim /ɛ/ in angleškim /æ/.
Vpliv narečja smo zaznali tudi na primeru samoglasnika /æ/. Pričakovali smo, da
bodo učenci z Gorenjske, zaradi procesa vokalne redukcije, zožili angleški /æ/ tako,
da bo podoben slovenskemu širokemu /ɛ/. Po drugi strani smo pričakovali, da bodo
imeli štajerski učenci manj težav z izgovorjavo angleškega /æ/, saj je slovenski
široki /ɛ/ pogosto uporabljen v štajerskem narečju. Rezultati so pokazali, da so
gorenjski učenci v večini primerov izbrali angleški srednji /e/ kot zamenjavo za
angleški /æ/, njihov drugi najpogostejši odgovor pa je bil slovenski široki /ɛ/.
Učenci, ki govorijo štajersko narečje, so dosegli visoko število pravilnih odgovorov
za angleški /æ/, vendar pa je bil njihov najpogostejši odgovor za angleški /æ/
različica [-æ], ki je med slovenskim širokim /ɛ/ in angleškim /æ/.
Tako gorenjski kot tudi štajerski učenci so dosegli visoko število pravilnih
odgovorov za angleški /ɒ/, kar je presenetljivo, saj smo pričakovali, da bodo
štajerski učenci izbrali in uporabili ožjo različico. Visoko število pravilnih
odgovorov za /ɒ/ na Štajerskem je lahko posledica vpliva ameriške angleščine.
Učenci iz obeh regij so imeli določene težave z izgovarjanjem angleškega /ɒ/, ki jih
pripisujemo ortografskim dejavnikom in napačni semantični interpretaciji. Beseda

pot je bila pogosto izgovorjena kot put, medtem ko je bila beseda robber narobe
interpretirana kot rubber.
Gorenjski učenci so v večini primerov pravilno izgovorili angleški /u:/ v prvem
distribucijskem kontekstu (Cu:C). Veliko število jih je uporabilo različico [u̙] kot
nadomestilo za angleški /u:/, kar nakazuje na vpliv narečja. V približno polovici
primerov so štajerski učenci pravilno izgovorili angleški /u:/. V srednještajerskem
narečju se je samoglasnik /u/ spremenil v /ü/, kar je bilo opazno v razmeroma
velikem številu odgovorov za [u̘].
V primeru angleškega /ʊ/ so učenci, ki govorijo gorenjsko narečje, v večini
primerov pravilno izgovorili angleški /ʊ/. Vpliv narečja smo opazili v razmeroma
visokem številu odgovorov za [u̙] in [ʊ̙]. Vpliv narečja je viden tudi pri štajerskih
učencih, ki so v večini primerov uporabili sprednjo različico [ʊ̘]. Iz zapisanega
sledi, da gorenjsko in štajersko narečje pomembno vplivata na izgovorjavo
angleščine slovenskih učencev.
V magistrskem delu smo opazovali tudi obseg vpliva narečja v obeh regijah. S tem
smo ocenjevali, v kateri regiji je vidnejši vpliv narečja na izgovorjavo angleščine.
Gorenjski učenci so v primerjavi s štajerskimi učenci v večjem številu pravilno
izgovorili angleški /e/, medtem ko so se štajerski učenci pod vplivom narečja
odločili za e++, ki leži med slovenskim širokim /ɛ/ in angleškim /æ/. V primeru
angleškega /æ/ je vpliv narečja viden tako pri gorenjskih kot tudi pri štajerskih
učencih. Pod vplivom narečja so gorenjski učenci zožili angleški /æ/ proti
angleškemu srednjemu /e/, medtem ko so štajerski učenci pod vplivom narečja
dosegli visoko število pravilnih odgovorov za angleški /e/. Tako gorenjski kot tudi
štajerski učenci so v večini primerov pravilno izgovorili angleški /u:/. Vpliv narečja
je viden pri gorenjskih učencih, saj so se odločali za zadnji [u̙]. Uporaba sprednjega
[u̘] s strani štajerskih učencev je prav tako dokaz za vpliv narečja. Štajerski učenci
so sprednjo varianto uporabili tudi za angleški /ʊ/. Vpliv narečja na izgovorjavo je
viden pri obojih, vendar pa je nekoliko bolj izrazit na Štajerskem.
Slovenski učenci angleščine kot tujega jezika govorijo medjezik, fonološka pravila
zanj pa izhajajo tako iz slovenske kot iz angleške fonologije. Vpliv slovenske in
angleške fonologije na medjezik učencev smo v magistrskem delu opazovali v dveh

točkah. Najprej smo se osredotočili na primer velarnega [ɫ]. Velarni [ɫ] je del
angleške fonologije, vendar pa ni vključen v slovensko fonologijo. Iz tega sledi, da
če učenci uporabljajo velarni [ɫ] na koncu besede za samoglasnikom ali za
samoglasnikom, ki mu sledi soglasnik, sledijo pravilom angleške fonologije. V
kolikor uporabljajo navadni [l] in ne velarni [ɫ], njihova pravila izhajajo iz
slovenske fonologije. V primeru velarnega [ɫ] tako gorenjski kot tudi štajerski
učenci sledijo pravilom angleške fonologije.
Analizirali smo tudi primer samoglasnika /u:/, ki sledi soglasniku /j/. V angleščini
je /u:/, ki sledi /j/, centraliziran. Učenci sledijo pravilom angleške fonologije, ko
centralizirajo /u:/, ki sledi /j/, pravilom slovenske fonologije pa sledijo pri uporabi
slovenskega dolgega poudarjenega /u/. Gorenjski učenci so v večini primerov
pravilno izgovorili centralizirani /u:/, ki sledi /j/. Vpliv narečja je viden pri
štajerskih učencih, ki so uporabili sprednji /u/. V tem primeru gorenjski učenci
sledijo pravilom angleške fonologije, medtem ko štajerski učenci sledijo pravilom
štajerskega narečja.
Bogat besedni zaklad in poznavanje slovničnih pravil ne zadostujeta za uspešno
komunikacijo, zato je potrebno več pozornosti nameniti poučevanju izgovorjave
angleščine. Pravilna izgovorjava namreč prispeva k učinkovitejši komunikaciji. S
poznavanjem in upoštevanjem razlik v izgovorjavi med gorenjskim in štajerskim
narečjem ter angleškim jezikom, lahko izboljšamo izgovorjavo angleščine
slovenskih učencev.

Ključne besede: gorenjsko narečje, štajersko narečje, protistavnostna analiza,
analiza napak, medjezik.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main characteristics of human beings is their ability to communicate.
Children from a very early age learn to respond to sounds. Consequently, because
they feel a need to communicate, they begin to imitate the familiar sound patterns.
Although the acquisition of mother tongue occurs in favourable conditions, children
need a number of years to fully master the language. Therefore, it is not surprising
that acquiring a foreign language later in life is more difficult, as there is less input
and often there is no immediate need for communication. Furthermore, the first
language is firmly consolidated in learners (Cruttenden, 1994: 3).
It is impossible to deny the effects of mother tongue on target language. During the
process of second language acquisition learners need to overcome the habits of their
first language in order to successfully acquire the habits of the target language. The
term transfer is used to describe the carryover of source language knowledge to
target language (Tajareh, 2015: 1107). Second language learners experience
positive transfer in those areas where the two languages are similar and negative
transfer in those areas where the two languages are different (Ellis, 1994; quot. in
Li, 2016: 91).
Particular difficulties immerse when it comes to pronunciation. The process of
teaching pronunciation does not allow progressive treatment, as all phonetic and
phonological features are present from the very beginning (Cruttenden, 1994: 270).
Also, foreign language learners more easily imitate consonants, because we can
describe their formation in more detail; however, with vowels the imitation relies
more on the auditory impression (Cruttenden, 1994: 34-35).
Various factors influence the Slovene students’ pronunciation of English. The
influence of mother tongue on the Slovene students’ pronunciation of English has
been firmly established. However, it is only logical to think that dialect also has an
important influence on the Slovene students’ pronunciation of English. When
beginning to learn their mother tongue, children are usually exposed to regional
dialects and not necessarily the standard variety. Scientific research has provided
proof that the pronunciation of the second or foreign language is not only influenced

1

by the standard variety of the first language, but also by the first language dialect
of the speaker’s place of origin (Karpf, Kettemann, Viereck 1980; quot. in Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 11). One of the factors that also influences the Slovene students’
pronunciation of English is mass media, which usually favours the General
American variety of English.
The master’s thesis considers the theoretical implications of contrastive analysis
and its usefulness in language teaching. Contrastive analysis is based on
comparison of two languages, while its goal is to uncover the points of positive and
negative transfer from mother tongue to target language. Error analysis also has an
important role in language teaching, as errors signal to the teacher how far towards
the goal the learner is and what remains for them to learn. They give the researcher
evidence of how language is learnt or acquired. While the learner can use them as
a device to learn (Corder, 1967: 165–167; Corder, 1981: 10–11).
Slovene students of English speak interlanguage. The term interlanguage stands for
a language learner’s version of the target language, which is a hybrid of the learner’s
first language and target language (Corder, 1981: 2). The rules of interlanguage
stem from their mother tongue and the target language, whether these two languages
have rules in common or not.
An important aspect of pronunciation is coarticulation. Coarticulation is the
influence of one speech segment on another; in other words, it is the influence of a
phonetic context on a particular segment (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 239).
Coarticulation is important in articulatory terms, as it enables smooth flow of
articulation movements. In perceptual terms, coarticulation is paramount both for
intelligibility and quality of perceived speech (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973:
246–247).
The master’s thesis also considers Slovene dialects. First, it provides a short
discussion on the origins of Standard Slovene language. Then, it lists different ways
of classifying Slovene dialects. Distinctive features of Slovene dialects are also
described. A more detailed account of the phonological features of Upper Carniola
and Styrian dialect is provided.

2

The empirical part first defines the purpose of the research. The master’s thesis
employs various research methods. Contrastive analysis is used to compare the
sound systems of Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect with the sound system of
British English. Test items are chosen on the basis of contrastive analysis and
organised in a test used for obtaining samples for analysis. The process of the
fieldwork is described. The empirical part is concluded with the interpretation of
results and discussion of hypotheses.
The results of the master’s thesis are useful for teachers of English as a foreign
language in Slovenia, especially those that work in Upper Carniola and Styrian
dialect region. These two dialect regions, according to Jurančič Petek (2007: 12),
exhibit the largest amount of differences. It is important to recognise the influence
of students’ dialect on their pronunciation of English, in order overcome errors and
to better understand why they occur.

2

CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

Contrastive language studies began in ca. 1000 A.D. with Aelfric’s Grammatica, a
grammar of Latin and English, which was based on the assumption that the
knowledge of one language may assist the process of learning another language.
John Hewes, in the 17th century, was the first to express the idea that the knowledge
of the native language can facilitate the process of learning a foreign language;
however, it can also hinder and interfere with this process. Some grammarians
applied the idea of facilitation by accommodating their grammars to the needs of
different native language speakers. At the end of the 18th century, the word
“contrast” with reference to different elements of languages first appeared
(Krzeszowski, 1990: 1–3).
Modern linguistic theories began to flourish in the 20th century and increased the
interest in the methodology and theory of contrastive studies. Methodological and
theoretical problems of contrastive studies were emphasized and contrastive
analysts began reshaping the procedure, which was once based mainly on intuition,
to resemble a meticulous scientific discipline. A format of an algorithm was
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introduced, which culminated in an attempt to design Contrastive Generative
Grammar (Krzeszowski, 1990: 3).

2.1 Different Approaches to Linguistic Comparisons
There are different approaches to linguistic comparisons. We distinguish between
typological and contrastive linguistics. While typological linguistics wishes to put
languages in clusters based on common features, contrastive linguistics focuses on
pairs of languages and explores their similarities and differences. Contrastive
linguistics depends on theoretical and descriptive linguistics. The comparison of
languages is simply not possible without their prior description, while theoretical
linguistics provides the necessary theoretical background (Krzeszowski, 1990: 9–
10).
Contrastive analysis is concerned with the comparison of two or more languages in
order to determine the differences or similarities between them. Consequently, it
implies a belief in language universals, as comparison would not be possible if the
two languages did not have anything in common (Tajareh, 2015: 1106). The first
systematic and extensive formulation of contrastive analysis was proposed by Lado
in the 1960s. Lado (1957; quot. in Tajareh, 2015: 1106) believes that the degree of
difference between source language and target language corresponds with how
difficult it will be for the learner to acquire target language.
Originally, all contrastive studies were pedagogically motivated. In the recent years,
a distinction between theoretical and applied contrastive studies has appeared.
Theoretical contrastive studies provide an extensive account of differences and
similarities of two or more languages, while applied contrastive studies aim to
contribute information that can be used for a specific purpose (e.g. in language
teaching, translation, interpreting and bilingual education) (Krzeszowski, 1990: 10;
Tajareh, 2015: 1108).
The most fundamental concept of contrastive studies is tertium comparationis,
which is the platform of reference used when conducting contrastive analysis. The
basic assumption is that the compared elements have something in common, against
which differences can be observed. Depending on the tertium comparationis
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chosen, the observed elements can turn out to be either similar or different
(Krzeszowski, 1990: 16). Within traditional contrastive analysis the elements being
compared are structures, e.g. English and Slovene question patterns (Lado, 1957;
quot. in Lardiere, 2009: 189). According to recent research, functional features are
the basic unit for comparing formal properties of L1 and L2 (Lardiere, 2009: 189).
2.1.1

Classical CA

Classical contrastive studies produce inventories of differences and similarities
between equivalent systems of compared language structures. A classical
contrastive analysis consists of three steps: description, juxtaposition and
comparison. The first step, description of the elements or structures to be compared,
is essential for comparison. The second step, juxtaposition, decides what is to be
compared. In classical contrastive studies, this step is most often an intuitive
judgment of a competent bilingual informant. However, this is one of the
weaknesses of contrastive analysis, as reasons underlying decisions about what to
compare and why are often not clearly stated. The third step includes comparison
proper, of which there are three areas. Firstly, a comparison of various equivalent
systems across languages can be performed. In phonology a comparison of
consonants, vowels as well as subsystems, such as nasals, plosives, etc. can be
conducted. Secondly, a comparison of equivalent constructions can be done (e.g. in
phonology clusters, syllables, diphthongs and various distributions of sounds).
Thirdly, equivalent rules (e.g. assimilation, dissimilation, metathesis, etc.) can be
included in the comparison (Krzeszowski, 1990: 37).
Modern contrastive analysis supplements the linguistic theory and methodology
with theories from the fields of sociology, psychology, social psychology,
neurology, cultural studies, ethnography, anthropology and similar. Another
difference between classical and modern contrastive analysis is that classical
contrastive analysis does not take the learner into the account, while modern
contrastive analysis pays more attention to the learner (Tajareh, 2015: 1109).
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2.1.2

Strong and Weak Version of CA

Contrastive analysis hypothesis exists in two versions. Strong version of contrastive
analysis includes the idea of contrasting the system of one language, grammar,
phonology and lexicon, with the system of a second language, resulting in the
prediction of areas where the second language learner may encounter difficulties
(Wardhaugh, 1970: 124). Strong contrastive analysis hypothesis claims that the
main obstacle in the process of second language learning is the interference of the
native language with the target language. Therefore, an analysis of the two
languages results in a taxonomy of differences, which enables the prediction of
difficulties learners encounter. Where no interference is predicted, no difficulty
should be experienced by the learner (Tajareh, 2015: 1110). Strong contrastive
studies should be carried out removed from speakers of the two languages, possibly
without even knowing anything about the two languages in question, except what
is recorded in the grammars they are using (Wardhaugh, 1970: 125). The weak
version of contrastive analysis proposes that during the process of second language
learning, the learners’ native language does not interfere with the learning process,
but aids learners when they encounter problems (Tajareh, 2015: 1111). The
prediction of difficulties is not included in the weak version of contrastive analysis,
rather the weak version concentrates on accounting for the observed difficulties in
second language learning and takes on an explanatory role (Wardhaugh, 1970: 126).

2.2 CA and Language Teaching
Contrastive analysis has important implications for language teaching and is
sometimes presented as primarily a technique for predicting areas of difficulty in
the process of second language learning. In the classroom, contrastive analysis was
for many years used mostly in an intuitive way (Catford, 1968: 159; Ferguson,
1968: 102; Krzeszowski, 1990: 1–3). Distinguishing between pedagogically
oriented and pure contrastive studies is according to Krzeszowski (1990: 33)
irrelevant, as any contrastive analysis may bring results that are relevant to teaching.
The difference between the acquisition of a second language and the acquisition of
mother tongue is that a child brings a fully assembled set of native language
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grammatical categories to the acquisition of the target language, which are in
various ways different (Lardiere, 2009: 175). Consequently, a child that confronts
learning a second language in school will naturally use the linguistic patterns of the
mother tongue for expressing themselves in the second language (Stewart, 1971:4).
The difficulties second language learners face in the areas of phonology, vocabulary
and grammar are the result of interference of L1 and L2 (Beardsmore, 1982; quot.
in Li, 2016: 91).
Contrastive analysis reveals similarities and differences between the mother tongue
and the target language enabling the prediction of positive and negative transfer
(Krzeszowski, 1990: 189). Transfer is a general term for describing the carryover
of source language knowledge to target language (Tajareh, 2015: 1107). Lado
(1964; quot. in Krzeszowski, 1990: 189) defined transfer as the extension of a first
language habit into the target language, which happens with or without the
awareness of the learner. There are two types of transfer from L1 to L2, namely
positive and negative (Selinker, 1983; quot. in Li, 2016: 91). Similarities between
the two languages lead to positive transfer and facilitate learning, as positive
transfer occurs in those areas where L1 and L2 are identical or similar. Negative
transfer manifests itself in those areas where the two languages are different. Here,
learning difficulties arise and errors are likely to occur (Ellis, 1994; quot. in Li,
2016: 91), meaning negative transfer results in interference (Lado 1964; quot. in
Krzeszowski, 1990: 189).
When comparing languages, we can either focus on similarities or differences.
Learners usually focus on differences and remain unaware of similarities.
Grammarians; however, are more interested in discovering similarities, as they
believe that making those similarities explicit for the learner will facilitate the
process of second language learning (Krzeszowski, 1990: 9). Therefore, it is the
task of the linguists to identify the differences between L1 and L2 or better
similarities, while the task of the writers of a foreign language teaching program is
to come up with materials that are based on these differences, the task of the foreign
language teachers is to teach them, while the task of the learners is to learn them
(Banathy, Trager and Waddle; quot. in Wardhaugh, 1970: 124).
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Contrastive analysis which is specifically directed to those areas of language where
errors most frequently occur is likely to provide information on why they occur.
Moreover, such contrastive analysis can suggest ways of organizing teaching
materials so as to anticipate and overcome the language learner’s problems.
Therefore, in relation to second language teaching, the most important role of
contrastive analysis is explanatory rather than predictive (Catford, 1968: 160).
2.2.1

Phonetical Contrastive Studies

Learning to pronounce words in a second language requires from the learner to
acquire new pronunciation habits and to overcome the habits of their mother tongue
(Cook, 1996; quot. in Li, 2016: 97). Fisiak (1975; quot. in Krzeszowski, 1990: 50)
stresses the importance of contrastive studies at the level of phonetics, particularly
for pedagogical purposes. Classical phonetical contrastive studies compare
phonemes and their variants across languages in order to predict the interference of
sound patterns of the mother tongue with the target language (Stewart, 1971: 4).
Three questions can be asked about individual sounds (Fisiak 1975; quot. in
Krzeszowski, 1990: 50):
a. Does the native language have a phonetically similar phoneme?
b. Are the variants of the phonemes similar in both languages?
c. Are the phonemes and their variants similarly distributed?
Abundant vocabulary and accurate grammar are not enough for successful
communication; therefore, more attention should be drawn to teaching
pronunciation, as good pronunciation contributes to effective communication
(Goodwin, 2001; quot. in Li, 2016: 98). Teachers need to hear exactly what the
learners are saying to make sure they are producing correct English sounds. Then,
they are able to establish correct linguistic habits that are essential in second
language learning (Stewart, 1971: 5).
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3

ERROR ANALYSIS

Error analysis is a branch of applied linguistics. One part in the application of
linguistics is describing language, which is a necessary step to take before it is
possible to move on to the other part, namely comparing languages (James, 1998:
2). Comparison between mother tongue, interlanguage and target language is
possible, resulting in three paradigms: contrastive analysis, error analysis and
transfer analysis (James, 1998: 4).

3.1 Contrastive Analysis
Contrastive analysis was a favoured paradigm for studying target language learning
in the 1950s and 1960s. It involves first describing features of mother tongue and
target language that can be compared and then comparing the forms across the two
languages, which results in noting discrepancies that would predictably result in
interference and error. The reliability of contrastive analysis was challenged in the
early 1970s. Furthermore, many predictions turned out to be either uninformative
or inaccurate (James, 1998: 4). Contrastive analysis in comparison with error
analysis focuses on errors caused by interlingual transfer or interference, while error
analysis takes into account many other types of errors, for example those resulting
from overgeneralizations and learning strategies (Krzeszowski, 1990; 190–191).
Therefore, error analysis began to replace the error prediction function of
contrastive analysis and contrastive analysis now takes on a more explanatory role
(Tajareh, 2015: 1112).

3.2 Error Analysis
Error analysis involves an independent description of the learner’s interlanguage
and target language, which is followed by a comparison of the two in order to
identify dissimilarities. What distinguishes error analysis from contrastive analysis
is that the mother tongue is not important when conducting error analysis, as errors
can be fully described in terms of target language (James, 1998: 5). The study of
errors provides validation for the findings of contrastive linguistic studies, as error
analysis confirms or disproves the predictions of the contrastive analysis. Error
analysis also tells us something about the psycholinguistic processes of language
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learning. It gives us an insight into the processes of learning and learner’s strategies
(Corder, 1981: 35). Schachter (1974; quot. in James, 1998: 18) believes that error
analysis fails to recognize that learners tend to avoid target language elements they
do not feel confident about in order to avoid committing errors. Despite its flaws,
error analysis is still used (James, 1998: 18).

3.3 Transfer Analysis
The effects of mother tongue on target language cannot be entirely denied. Transfer
analysis entails comparing the learner’s interlanguage with their mother tongue.
However, it does not include the comparison of the learner’s interlanguage with the
target language, as that is in the domain of error analysis proper. Transfer analysis
is, therefore, a subprocedure used in the diagnostic phase of error analysis and it
deals with those discrepancies between learner’s interlanguage and target language
that are considered to result from mother tongue transfer or interference (James,
1998: 5).

3.4 Error Analysis Procedures
James (1998: 90) breaks the process of error analysis into five phases: data
collection and error detection, locating errors, describing errors, error classification,
and counting errors. He believes that the procedures comprising error analysis
should be executed in the described order. He warns that although the procedures
are assumed to be discrete, this assumption is an idealization, as they tend to merge
one into the other in practice. In contrast, Corder (1981: 21–24) organises the
process of error analysis into three stages: the recognition of errors, the description
of errors, and the explanation of errors. James’ first two phases present the first
stage of error analysis as described by Corder. The second stage of Corder’s error
analysis can be equated with James’ third phase. Corder does not include error
classification and counting of errors, the last two stages of James’ error analysis, in
his description. Corder’s last stage includes the explanation of errors, while James
does not put special emphasis on error explanation in his description of error
analysis procedures. First, we will describe error analysis procedures according to
James, then we will present Corder’s stages of error analysis.
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3.4.1

James’ Error Analysis Procedures

a. Data Collection and Error Detection

Data collection for error analysis consists of error elicitation. James (1998: 19)
believes that at first error elicitation should be broad, in order to seize all and any
sorts of errors. The purpose is to gain an impression of the learner’s capabilities and
limitations. At this point, contrastive analysis can be used to identify areas where a
learner is likely to encounter the most difficulties. Once these areas are identified,
targeted elicitation can take place. Targeted elicitation entails making decision
about the levels and systems of the target language to be sampled.
In the phase of error detection, we assemble learner’s utterances and ask either them
or a knower of language to choose the ones that are potentially incorrect. The
procedure of error detection involves simple identification. However, error
detection is not as simple as it sounds. Errors are more difficult to detect in spoken,
informal language than in written, formal language. Furthermore, detecting one’s
own errors is more difficult than spotting other people’s errors (James, 1998: 91).
b. Locating Errors

Error location involves identifying the error in another way, for example pointing
it out. However, not all errors are easy to locate, as some are diffused throughout
the sentence or a larger unit of text. These errors are known as global errors,
meaning the sentence does not only contain an error, but it is erroneous in itself
(James, 1998: 92–93).
c. Describing Errors

Describing learners’ errors in terms of the target language is a standard error
analysis practice. Description of learners’ errors has in James’ (1998: 96–97)
opinion three main purposes. The first is to make the tacit explicit. This involves
labelling the incorrect items of language, which enables comparison. The second
purpose of description is that it makes the counting of errors possible. In order to
decide how many instances of a certain type of error there is, it is necessary to gather
tokens into types. The third function of description and labelling is creating
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categories, which leads us to the fourth step in error analysis, namely error
classification.
d. Error Classification

The simplest way of organizing errors into categories is by making a dictionary of
errors (James, 1998: 97–98). Another way of categorizing errors are error
taxonomies. One type of taxonomy is linguistic category classification, which
specifies errors in terms of linguistic categories and indicates on what level of
language (phonology, graphology, grammar, lexis, text, discourse) the error is
located (James, 1998: 102–105).
e. Counting Errors

Another reason why we classify errors is to count tokens of each type (James, 1998:
114). The issue with counting errors is whether we should count types or tokens,
namely should we count repeat occurrences of the same errors. Lennon (1991; quot.
in James, 1998: 116) suggest that if the repeated error is a lexical replica of a prior
error, it should not be counted as a distinct error.
3.4.2

Corder’s Error Analysis Stages

The first stage of error analysis is the recognition of errors. A general rule is that
every sentence is considered erroneous until proven otherwise. The learner’s error
is identified or detected by comparing what the learner actually said with what they
should have said to express what they intended to express. The erroneous utterance
is then compared with what a native speaker would have said to express that
meaning. Errors are, therefore, identified by comparing original utterance with what
Corder (1981: 37) calls reconstructed utterances. A reconstructed sentence is what
a native speaker would have said to express that meaning in that context. The
reconstructed utterances can be regarded as translations of the learner’s utterances
into the target language. In this sense, error analysis is like contrastive analysis
(Corder, 1981: 21–22, 37).
The second stage involves accounting for a learner’s idiosyncratic dialect. The
successful completion of the first phase provides us with a set of pairs of sentences
which are translation equivalents of each other. The description is based on this
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data. The methodology of description is bilingual comparison, meaning two
languages are described in terms of a common set of categories and relation. The
third stage and the ultimate object of error analysis is explanation. The first two
stages are linguistic, while the third stage is psycholinguistic, as it attempts to
account for how and why the learner’s idiosyncratic dialect is the way it is (Corder,
1981: 24).

3.5 Errors
When defining errors, James (1998: 64) follows Lennon in saying that an error is a
linguistic form which, in the same context, would not likely be produced by the
learner’s native speaker counterpart. When the required target language item is not
known to the learner and they borrow a substitute from their first language we speak
about a transfer error. However, when the learner knows the target language item
but fails to access it and instead uses a substitute from their first language, we speak
about a mother tongue or first language interference mistake (James, 1998: 175).
Corder (1967: 165–167; 1981: 10–11) believes the learner’s errors are evidence of
the interlanguage system and are themselves systematic in the sense that there are
errors which are random and those which are not. This opposition between
systematic and non-systematic errors is important. We must distinguish between
those errors which are a product of chance circumstances, such as slips of the tongue
or pen, and those which reveal the learner’s underlying knowledge of the target
language to date, namely their transitional competence. So, the errors of
performance are unsystematic, while the errors of competence are systematic. We
can refer to errors of performance as mistakes and reserve the term error for
systematic errors. Mistakes do not bear any significance to the process of language
learning. Systematic errors, on the contrary, provide the best evidence that a child
possesses construction rules. Errors also signal to the teacher how far towards the
goal the learner is and what remains for them to learn. They give the researcher
evidence of how language is learnt or acquired. While the learner can use them as
a device to learn. Yet, there is some difficulty in determining what a mistake is and
what an error is.
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In James’ (1998: 76–77) opinion, intentionality plays a decisive role in the
definition of an error. He believes an error arises only when there was no intention
to commit it. Intentionality is determined by asking the learner whether they would
change their (erroneous) utterance upon additional consideration. If the learner
corrects their utterance, we can assume that the selected form was not what they
intended, making the original form a mistake. However, if the learner is not able to
correct their original utterance, we can assume that the used form is intended,
making it an error (James, 1998: 78). The problem with this distinction between an
error and a mistake is that we cannot always ask learners whether their utterances
were intentional or not.
According to James (1998: 83–84) the clearest and most practical classification of
language deviance is a four-way one:
a. Slips or lapses of tongue or pen can be quickly detected and self-corrected,
without aid.
b. Mistakes can only be corrected if they are pointed out to the learner. Firstorder mistake occurs when a simple indication that some deviance exists is
enough for the learner to self-correct. When the learner needs more
information, for example the location and the nature of the deviance, we
speak about a second-order mistake.
c. Errors cannot be self-corrected until further input has been provided and
intake has been made on the part of the learner.
d. Solecisms are breaches of rules of correctness as usually taught in schools
(e.g. split infinitives).
3.5.1

Classification of Errors

We classify errors according to three criteria: modality, medium and level. Modality
refers to whether the learners’ behaviour was receptive or productive. Medium
indicates whether the language produced or received was spoken or written. We
also need to specify on what level of language the learner was operating. We know
three levels of language: substance, text and discourse (James, 1998: 129).
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James’ (1998: 130) classificatory system of errors has 12 categories:

S
U
B
S
T
A
N
C
E

1. Errors in encoding in speaking (mispronunciations)
E
R
R
O
R
S

2. Errors in encoding in writing (misspellings)

3. Errors in decoding in hearing (misperceptions)

4. Errors in decoding in reading (miscues)
T
E
X
T

D
I
S
C
O
U
R
S
E

E
R
R
O
R
S

5. Errors in composing spoken text (misspeaking)
6. Errors in composing written text (miswriting)
7. Errors in understanding spoken text (mishearing)
8. Errors in understanding written text (misreading)
9. Errors in formulation spoken discourse (misrepresenting)

E
R
R
O
R
S

10. Errors in formulating written discourse (miscomposing)
11. Errors in processing spoken discourse (misconstrual)
12. Errors in processing written discourse (misinterpretation)

We are interested in errors in encoding speaking or mispronunciations, which fall
under the category of substance errors. Mispronunciation errors are a result of the
mispronunciation of the target language sound. There are two types of
mispronunciations, as the learner can use a first language substitute phoneme or a
phonetically close target language sound as a substitution (James, 1998: 137).
Pronunciation errors are of three types: segmental, combinatorial and
suprasegmental (James, 1998: 140–141).
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3.5.2

Diagnosing Errors

We need to distinguish between error description and error diagnosis (James, 1998:
173). The diagnosis transcends description and involves ascription or explanation,
while it also traces errors to their causes. The answer to the question: “What causes
learners to make errors?” is systematicity of language. If language had no rules, it
would not be possible to make and error, however it would also not be possible to
learn a language. The fact that most learners’ errors are systematic or logical is
proof of language’s systematicity (James, 1998: 174). There is general agreement
over the main diagnosis-based categories of error: interlingual, intralingual,
communication-strategy, and induced (James, 1998: 178–179).

3.6 Interlanguage
The term interlanguage was coined by Selinker (1972, 1992; quot. in James, 1998:
43) and stands for a language learner’s version of the target language, which is a
hybrid of the learner’s first language and target language (Corder, 1981: 2). The
second language learner’s language consists of rules that stem from their mother
tongue and the target language, whether these two languages themselves share rules
or not. It is formed by the following processes: overgeneralization of the target
language rules, transfer of training, strategy of target language learning (omission
of various grammatical formatives, articles and sometimes function words),
simplification due to communication efficiency, and transfer from the source
language. An alternative term is transitional dialect, which emphasizes its unstable
nature (Corder, 1981: 16–18; Krzeszowski, 1990: 193–195). Nemser, in contrast
with Selinker, introduced the term “approximative system”, which is a deviant
linguistic system used by the learner who attempts to operate in the target language.
He also designed the term “fossilization” regarding a linguistic item or a rule, which
a language learner keeps in their interlanguage regardless of their age and the
amount of time devoted to acquiring the second language (Krzeszowski, 1990:
192).
Error analysis investigates the language of second language learners. Corder (1981:
14–15) takes the point of view that the language of such a learner is a special sort
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of dialect. The language learner does not speak the target language at any time
during the process of language learning, but their own language that Corder (1981:
31) calls a unique idiolect, which shares many features of the target language.
Corder (1981: 16–18) believes that we cannot refer to the idiosyncratic sentences
of a child learning their mother tongue as deviant, since they are not a speaker of a
social dialect yet. Consequently, the same should be true for a second language
learner; every utterance of the learner must be regarded as an acceptable utterance
in his transitional dialect (Corder, 1981: 32). Therefore, the learner’s language
should not be treated as an inadequate or incorrect form of the target language, but
a unique transitional idiolect, which should be approached in the same way as an
unknown language (Corder, 1981: 34).
When we approach the study of the learner’s language as we would any unknown
language, we must think of the learner as a ‘native speaker’ of their language. If we
adopt this approach, the learner as a native speaker of his language by definition
produces no errors, but they may produce ‘slips of the tongue or pen’ (Corder, 1981:
56–57). Consequently, it is misleading to call the idiosyncratic sentence of the
second language learner deviant or erroneous, as it implies wilful breach of rules
(Corder, 1981: 18). Corder considers the comparison of the learner’s interlanguage
with the target language wrong, as interlanguage should be described independently
or sui generis, while James (1998: 43) offers a counterargument and says that the
idea that we judge the learners by the same standards as native speakers is a
misconception, because of a natural tendency to judge non-native speakers by less
rigid standards (James, 1998: 44).

4

COARTICULATION

We usually think of speech as a sequence of discrete sounds. This view was not
questioned until the end of the 19th century. However, speech is an articulatory
continuum; sounds are not formed as a series of individual segments, rather they
blend and merge into one another. When pronouncing a sound, the articulatory
organs can already prepare for the articulation of another sound (Nihalani, 1993:
39), sound segments are, therefore, not individually articulated but coarticulated.
Coarticulation is the influence of one speech segment on another; in other words, it
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is the influence of a phonetic context on a particular segment (Daniloff and
Hammarberg, 1973: 239).
We distinguish among a systematic and an autonomous phonetic point of view.
Only the systematic phonetic point of view enables a meaningful description of
coarticulation. Autonomous phonetic point of view holds that any speech sound can
be and should be described in isolation. Clearly coarticulation, defined as the
influence of one sound on another, cannot be discussed in the domain of the
autonomous framework. The systematic point of view claims that a meaningful
description of sounds is possible only when their linguistic function is considered.
The notion “levels of description” or “levels of abstraction” is used in the field of
systematic phonetic description. Phonetic phenomena can be different from one
another on a lower level of description and thought of as identical on a higher level.
The higher level of description employs only canonical forms, which are ideal and
uncoarticulated target forms (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 239–240).
The measuring of coarticulation usually begins by estimating the canonical form,
which occurs when a speech segment is produced in isolation. Then, coarticulation
is assessed as the amount of systematic deviation from the canonical form that
happens when the segment is uttered in a phonetic context (Daniloff and
Hammarberg, 1973: 241). The interaction of canonical segments results in mutual
influence and spreading of their features to near neighbours. The segment is the
locus of the influence and the articulatory feature is the element of the influence
(Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 242). Coarticulation occurs in two directions,
namely left-to-right or carryover coarticulation and right-to-left or anticipatory
coarticulation.

Different

processes

propel

left-to-right

and

right-to-left

coarticulation, while the segment’s influence extends up to three segments in either
direction (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 242). Left-to-right coarticulations
largely appear at low speeds of utterance and may extend over up to three segments
(Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 243).
One form of coarticulation is accommodation. Accommodation is a mutual
influence of sounds on one another with the goal of smooth transitions between
particular segments. There are two types of accommodation. First, the points of
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articulation of two adjacent sounds produced with the same articulator become
identical (e.g. a /d/ followed by a /θ/, as in width, becomes dental) (Daniloff and
Hammarberg, 1973: 243). Second, when two adjacent sound are produced with
different articulators the “unused” articulator takes on the position it should have
for the adjacent sound (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 244). Accommodations
as a strategy works well for both left-to-right and right-to-left coarticulation. The
difference between accommodations and secondary articulations is that
accommodations are in all cases conditioned by adjacent sounds, while secondary
articulations are not (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 244).
Coarticulation is important in articulatory terms, as it enables smooth flow of
articulation movements. Also, it is consciously planned either as an outcome of
large overlapping encoding units or as a consequence of the encoding mechanism’s
strategy. In perceptual terms, coarticulation is paramount both for intelligibility and
quality of perceived speech (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973: 246–247).

5

SLOVENE DIALECTS

5.1 The Origins of Standard Slovene Language
The Origins of Standard Slovene language go back to the 16th century. Primož
Trubar’s 16th century translations of religious works into a koine based on the
speech of Lower Carniola and the urban speech of Ljubljana established the use of
the central, Carniola, dialects as the basic model for a unified standard language
(Greenberg, 2000: 59). Trubar chose the Lower Carniola dialect as the basis for the
Standard Slovene language, because he was well acquainted with it. However, in
order to make the Standard Slovene appeal to a wider circle of people, he strayed
from the Lower Carniola dialect in some sections, as he was aware that it is but one
of many Slovene dialects (Logar, 1996: 335).
Jurij Dalmatin produced the first major work in Slovene, a complete translation of
the New Testament. This work relied on Bohorič’s lexicographical work, the
language of which aimed at enrichment with forms drawn from both of the central
dialects as well as Carinthian, Kajkavian and Čakavian (Greenberg, 2000: 59).
After 1628 the Counter-Reformation brought about a period of submergence of
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Slovene and Slovene books produced by the Protestants were largely neglected until
a period of renewed cultural activity towards the end of the 17th century
(Greenberg, 2000: 59–60). The national revival of Slovene, fostered by the
Josephine reforms and the spirit of the Enlightenment, meant renewed impetus for
the elevation of Slovene to a language of education (Greenberg, 2000: 60).
The development of Standard Slovene language has been contributed by
lexicographical, grammatical, and pedagogical work of Marko Pohlin (1735–1801).
He developed a writing system based on the speech of Upper Carniola, which was,
in addition to Lower Carniola dialect, widespread at the time. Although Pohlin’s
orthographic innovations were abandoned, his program for a central Standard
Slovene was continued by Jurij Japelj (1744–1807) and Blaž Kumerdej (1728–
1805), whose new translation of the New Testament was based on the Upper
Carniolan vowel system as well. Although Jernej Kopitar thought that Standard
Slovene should be a mixture of features from all of Slovene dialect areas, his
language was also based on the vocalic system of Upper Carniola. Kopitar
published the first grammar of the Slovene language in 1808, which established the
“etymological” principal of Slovene spelling still in practice today (e.g. the writing
of l for u <bil>). Maks Pleteršnik’s Slovensko-nemški slovar provided the final
consolidation of Kopitar’s etymological spelling, as it used the Upper Carniola
stressed (monophthongal) vowel system and the pitch system of the Upper and
Lower Carniola dialects with the more archaic consonantal system of Lower
Carniola dialect (Greenberg, 2000: 60–61).

5.2 Classification of Slovene Dialects
When we consider the number of speakers, Slovene language is among the smallest
Slavic languages; however, it is the most fragmented in dialect terms. Several
Slovene and other linguists tried to develop a classification of Slovene dialects,
including Jernej Kopitar, Izmail Sreznjevski, Franc Miklošič, Vatroslav Oblak,
Timofej Dimitrijevič Florinski, Baudouin de Courtenay, Matija Murko, etc. The
classification of Slovene dialects correctly corresponding to the actual state was
achieved by Fran Ramovš in his Dialektološka karta slovenskega jezika (1935),
which is still in use today (Logar, 1996: 359). Ramovš's classification divides
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Slovene language into more than 40 dialects, which are grouped in seven major
(traditional) dialect bases: Carinthia (northwest), Littoral (southwest), Rovte (westcentral), Upper Carniola (north-central), Lower Carniola (southeast), Styria (east
central) and Pannonian (Northeast) (Greenberg, 2000: 20).
Ramovš uses the term “dialect base” when classifying Slovene dialects. However,
Greenberg (2000: 22–23) follows Logar and Rigler and avoids the term “dialect
base”. Instead, he uses either “dialect”, meaning an organic set of related speech
varieties that have arisen on the basis of shared early innovations emerging from
the Common Slovene system, or “group” which means a set of speech varieties that
are of relatively heterogeneous origin, although they have to some extent
converged.
The classification of Slovene dialects is based on heterogeneous criteria. The basis
of criteria stems from traditional social and political boundaries as well as linguistic
criteria (Greenberg, 2000: 22). The most important factors in Logar’s (1993: 5–6)
opinion are the duality of the settling of the Slovene land, meaning the innovations
from the area of present-day Croatian and Serbian linguistic territories spread
mainly in the south-eastern part of Slovene territory, and geographical conditions,
such as high mountains which were also the basis for political-administrative and
ecclesiastical-administrative division of Slovene territory. The border between the
Upper Carniola dialect and Styrian dialect, for example, runs along the hills, while
the border between the Carinthia dialect and Styrian dialect, which runs through
Drava valley, Pohorje and Kozjak, is based on political-administrative border
between Carinthia and Styria, which was in force until the middle of the 12th
century. Swamps have a smaller role among geographical factors; Ljubljansko barje
which distinguishes the Lower Carniola dialect and Upper Carniola dialect is
important. Logar (1993: 7) contributes a more significant role to forests and states
today’s border between Upper Carniola dialect and Rovte dialect on Sorško polje
as an example, as there were once extensive forests.
One of the factors influencing the present-day dialect division of the Slovene
language are the colonisations that took place from the 10th century onwards. The
non-Slovene population became Slovene over the centuries; however, traces of their
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speech remained as dialect features. While bordering on non-Slavic languages is a
permanent and still active accelerator of the Slovene dialect division (Logar, 1993:
7–8). The dialect division is also influenced by the fact that central, more diverse
areas have experienced faster development than the peripheral, more remote areas.
Turkish invasions, particularly in the area of Bela Krajina, also had a partial effect
on the dialect division of Slovene language (Logar, 1993: 8).

5.3 Distinctive Features of Slovene Dialects
Most Slovene dialects have vowel systems which consist of monophthongs and
diphthongs of different qualities (Logar, 1993: 8–9; Logar, 1996: 4). The processes
of diphthongisation and monophthongisation are essential for the development of
Slovene

language.

Diphthongisation

of

monophthongs

and

subsequent

monophthongisation of diphthongs are the most important developmental and
modifying factors of Slovene long vowels. The phonological development of the
Slovene language, nor the vowel systems of Slovene dialects as they are today, can
be understood without taking into account the processes of diphthongization and
monophthongization. Both phenomena are old; the first one stems from 12th and
13th century, the second one probably occurred in the 13th and 14th century (Logar,
1996: 26, 29).
The Slovene language of the 12th century is characterized by the fact that ě: (e:) and
o: have already in this period diphthongized differently in different geographical
areas, thus causing the oldest established dialect differentiation of the Slovene
language (Logar, 1996: 26). The earliest monophthongisation of ei̯ and ou̯ occurred
in present-day Upper Carniola dialect and probably also in Savinje dialect. This
monophthongisation (ei̯ > ẹ:, ou̯ > ọ:) is a compromise between two dialects with
diametrically opposite types of diphthongs that bordered each other (Logar, 1996:
27). The tendency for monophthongisation (ei̯ > ẹ:, ou̯ > ọ:) was especially in the
Upper Carniola dialect realised after the 17th century, when ou̯ < ɫ̥ : also transformed
into ọ: (Logar, 1996: 28; Logar, 1993: 106). Monophthongal vowel systems, such
is also the vowel system of Upper Carniola dialect and consequently the vowel
system of Standard Slovene, occurred later in Slovene dialects and are rarer, as they
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have been formed by monophthongization of some older diphthongs, which
occurred out of various reasons (Logar, 1993: 8–9; Logar, 1996: 4, 29).
Similarly to long vowels, short vowels developed in different ways and contributed
to differences between Slovene dialects (Logar, 1993: 9). The differentiation of
short vowels was completely developed by 17th and 18th century and is connected
with the process of vowel reduction. Although reduction of short vowels is a
characteristic of Slovene language, it has not occurred in all dialects in the same
scope. Some dialects, such as Styrian dialect, are not familiar with the process of
vowel reduction at all (Logar, 1993: 10).
Dialectal division of Slovene language was also accelerated by certain quantitative
changes (Logar, 1996: 7). Lengthening of short-stressed non-final syllables signals
a major event in the dialectalization of Slovene. It is generally assumed that in
central Slovene the old acute first shortened and then, along with the acute-stressed
short syllables, relengthened in all but the final or only syllable. Late lengthening
is, among other dialects, a characteristic of northern Styria (Upper Savinja,
Southern Pohorje, Kozjak) (Greenberg, 2000: 128). According to Rigler the
lengthening of short non-final accented vowels was the first major isogloss in
Slovene territory to run northwest to southeast, changing the direction of the earlier
isoglosses that arose at the time of the settlement of the South Slavic territory
(Greenberg, 2000: 129).

5.4 Upper Carniola Dialect
5.4.1

Geographical Delimitation

Logar (1996: 104) limits the Upper Carniola dialect to the area from the Karavanke
and Julian Alps in the north and northwest to the Sava in the south and Ljubljana
with its surroundings in the southwest. In the east, the boundary of Upper Carniola
dialect runs along the former historical border between Carniola and Styria, while
the western border runs along the eastern and northern border of Rovte dialect.
Greenberg (2000: 23), similarly to Logar, defines the area of Upper Carniola dialect
as reaching from the Karavanke and Julian Alps in the northwest, through a wide
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piece of land defined by the Sava on the south side and Ljubljana with its
surrounding districts on the east side.
The Upper Carniola dialect is, according to Ramovš, divided into four speeches:
a. north-western,
b. central,
c. eastern and
d. south-western.
The typical Upper Carniola dialect is spoken in the northwest and in the triangle
Ljubljana-Kamnik-Kranj (Logar, 1996: 104). The eastern and south-western Upper
Carniola dialects differ from the north-western and central Upper Carniola dialects
especially when it comes to long-stressed vowels and stress, while the development
of short vowels (stressed and unstressed) is almost the same in the whole Upper
Carniola region (Logar, 1996: 403).
Greenberg (2000: 23) divides the Upper Carniola dialect into three subdialects:
a. Upper Carniolan proper,
b. Selca Dialect and
c. Eastern Upper Carniolan.
Upper Carniolan proper, which is spoken in the triangular area Ljubljana-KamnikKranj, presents the basis of the Ljubljana city dialect. It has also served as the model
for the vowel system of Standard Slovene, exempting some local features such as
vowel reduction and ukanje. Together with Lower Carniolan, the Upper Carniola
prosodic system is also the model for the pitch-accent variety of Standard Slovene.
Upper Carniola proper is defined by švapanje, which is a change of l to u̯ before a
back vowel. The Selca dialect shares most structural characteristics with Upper
Carniola proper, except that it lacks švapanje. In Selca dialect, vowel reduction is
further advanced than elsewhere in Upper Carniolan. The Eastern Upper Carniolan
dialect is transitional to Styrian in the east; therefore, it lost pitch oppositions and
removed the ictus from words with original short ultima stress (*məglȁ > mə̏gla)
(Greenberg, 2000: 23).
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The most archaic varieties of Upper Carniola dialect can be found in the Alpine
valleys (Greenberg, 2000: 23). The Upper Carniola dialect extends from Jesenice
only to Hrušica, while in Dovje and Mojstrana a special speech which preserved
the diphthongs ei̯ in ou̯ as the predecessors of Upper Carniola dialect's long stressed
ẹ in ọ is spoken and it represents an archaic phase of the Upper Carniola dialect
(Logar, 1993: 7).
5.4.2

Phonological Features of Upper Carniola Dialect

The main phonological features of Upper Carniola dialect according to Greenberg
(2000: 23) are:
a. monophthongal reflexes of *ě̄ , *ō and monophthongal vowel system in
general;
b. pitch oppositions between rising and falling in long-stressed syllables;
c. the oppositions between long and short stress in the final or only syllable of
the word;
d. vowel reduction of short high vowels (*ě, *i, *u > ə/ø).
One of the main phonological features of Upper Carniola dialect are oppositions
between long and short stressed vowels. Short stressed vowels can occur only in
the final or only syllable of the word, while long stressed vowels can occur in any
syllable. Long stressed syllables are characterized by rising and falling pitch
oppositions, while short stressed vowels have dynamic stress. Long vowels in the
Upper Carniola dialect are monophthongs (i: u: ẹ: ọ: e: o: a:) and do not differ from
the long stressed vowel system of Standard Slovene (i, u, ẹ, ọ, e, o, a, ər), while the
system of short stressed vowels is more modest than in the Standard Slovene,
because of vowel reduction of short high vowels (*e, *i, *u > ə/ø) and only one
quality of e and o (u, e, o, ə, a) (Logar, 1993: 106; Logar, 1996: 402; Jurančič Petek,
2007: 57–58).
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5.4.2.1 Vowel Reduction
One important characteristic of the Upper Carniola dialect is vowel reduction.
Vowel reduction entails centralization, further shortening of stressed and unstressed
vowels, and possible loss of unstressed high vowels, in this instance the short
reflexes of *i, *u, and *e (Greenberg, 2000: 147–148). Reduction can range from
strong, meaning a complete reduction of unstressed high vowels with some
phonotactic restrictions, to weak reduction. The most intensive areas for reduction
are in the western and central dialects. Strong vowel reduction is common in central
dialects, while weak reduction is a characteristic of peripheral dialects. However,
even in the case of strong vowel reduction the elision of unstressed high vowels is
not permissible when it results in a consonant cluster (Greenberg, 2000: 148–149).
During the process of vowel reduction short reflexes of *i, *u, and *e reduced to ə
in stressed syllables, especially when occurring next to resonants in word-final
position (e.g. Jarše, mə̂rzl̥ ca, n̥kộl). However, the effects of vowel reduction are
even more visible when it comes to unstressed syllables, where high vowels may
be completely lost (Greenberg, 2000: 147–148). This is reflected in the tendency of
o, o̜ > ọ/u and e, e̜ > ẹ/ə to become narrower, and for i, u, ě to transition into ə/ø
where pronunciation allows it (e.g. žví, sxi, pstí). In post-tonic closed syllables,
transition o, o̜ > a occurs in addition to i, u, ě > ə/ø, (e.g. stárast). E, o and a are
preserved in prepausal syllables, while the final o is lost, except in northwest
speeches (e.g. žíto > žíto/žít). Prepausal i, ě reduced into ẹ/ə/ø (e.g.
dẹ́watẹ/dẹ́watə/dẹ́wat), meanwhile u transformed into o through ə (gunmo kóno, pər
gunmo fánto) (Logar, 1993: 106–107; Logar, 1996: 170, 402).
Short vowels, stressed and unstressed, have greatly reduced in the Upper Carniola
dialect, especially when occurring next to prepausal voiced consonants. Moreover,
particularly i ě u are often lost (Logar, 1993: 106–107; Logar, 1996: 170–171).
a. In a pretonic syllable: i ě u > ə/θ; e e̜ > e/ə; o o̜ > ọ/u.
b. In a post-tonic final closed syllable: i ě u > ə; o o̜ > a.
c. In a post-tonic final open syllable: i ě > ə/θ; u > ə/o/θ; o > o/θ.
d. Short-stressed ě i ə u > ə; a > a/ḁ/əI; e e̜ > e.
e. Upper Carniola dialect equals mid-close ẹ and schwa ə.
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There are significant differences between dialects that form the Upper Carniola
dialect group when it comes to vowel reduction, because of the interaction of two
conditions. First, unstressed vowels with tautosyllabic resonants undergo reduction
even in dialects that exercise the process of vowel reduction on a smaller scale.
Second, reduction in non-alternating environments outpaced the change in
alternating environments, because we can find examples in which the complete loss
of a final vowel precedes the relengthening of non-final acute stress. In Bohinj, for
example, non-final acute lengthening occurred before elision (e.g. žu̯ítə)
(Greenberg, 2000: 148).
The motivation for the modern vowel reduction is the lower functional load of short
syllables after the lengthening of short non-final stress. Since in most instances long
syllables no longer contrasted with the short stressed syllables, the phonetic length
of the stressed syllable became subject to greater variation. Now, long syllables
could be realized as phonetically shorter, which apparently caused short syllables
to shorten further (Greenberg, 2000: 150).
5.4.2.2

Ukanje

Akanje (o o̜ > a) refers to the raising of unstressed o to an a-like vowel; however,
it rarely occurs in pretonic syllables in Upper Carniola dialect (Logar, 1993: 107).
Ukanje is more common in Upper Carniola dialect; meaning the pretonic o is raised
to an u-like vowel, instead of an a-like vowel (e.g. bogàt > bugàt, kobíla > kubíwa)
(Logar, 1993: 9; Greenberg, 2000: 150). Therefore, ukanje (o > u) occurs in pretonic
syllables, while o is retained in short stressed and post-tonic syllables (Logar, 1996:
170).

5.5 Central Styrian Dialect
5.5.1

Geographical Delimitation

The geographical area of the Styrian dialects is relatively extensive. Styrian dialects
border on the Upper Carniola dialect and Medija dialect in the west. In the north,
they border on Carinthia Obirsko dialect, Mežica dialect and Remšnik dialect, while
in the northeast they border on German Styrian speeches. The Styrian dialects
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border on the Pannonian dialect along the Mura River, while from the Mura River
to the Sotla River tributary of Sava River they border on Croatian Kajkavian
speeches. In the south along the Sava River, Styrian speeches border on eastern
Lower Carniola speeches. Today’s size of the territory of Styrian dialects and
speeches is the result of centuries old political and ecclesiastical borders, which
relied heavily on different geographical boundaries (Logar, 1996: 392).
Seven different dialects are spoken in Styria in addition to numerous local speeches,
namely: Upper Savinja dialect, Central Savinja dialect, Central Styrian dialect,
Pohorje dialect, Obsotelsko-bizeljsko dialect, Goričane dialect and Prlekija dialect
(Logar, 1996: 392). Our primary interest is the Central Styrian dialect. Logar (1996:
396) sets the geographical area of the Central Styrian dialect south of Konjiška gora
and Boč; in places such as Dramlje, Ponikva, Šentjur pri Celju, Šmarje pri Jelšah,
Rogaška Slatina, etc. In the south, the border line is Kalobje-Slivnica near CeljeTinsko. In the north, the Central Styrian dialect reaches the Pohorje dialect, in the
west it reaches the Savinje dialect, while in south and south-east it reaches the
Kozjansko dialect and Obsotelsko-bizeljsko dialect (Logar, 1993: 138).
5.5.2

Phonological Features of Central Styrian Dialect

The main phonological features of Central Styrian dialect are (Greenberg, 2000:
34):
a. diphthongal reflexes ei, ou for *ě̄ , *ō have been remonophthongized as ẹ ọ,
b. lengthening of short-stressed non-final syllables,
c. the fronting of *u to ü,
d. absence of vowel reduction or pitch-accent.
5.5.2.1 Remonophthongisation of Diphthongal Reflexes ei, ou
At the time of the oldest dialect division of Slovene language in 12th and 13th
century, the Styrian dialects and speeches were more or less uniform. The Styrian
dialects’ territory differs from the north-western part of the Slovene linguistic
territory primarily in the fact that here, the Proto-Slavic permanently long-stressed
/ě/ and falling /o/ developed into diphthongs /ei̯ / (e.g. zvéi̯ zda, snéi̯ g, lei̯ s) and /ou̯/
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(e.g. rou̯g, mou̯č, bou̯s). These two diphthongs later remonophthongised as shortstressed mid-close ẹ (e.g. strẹ̀ha, brẹ̀za, cèsta) and short-stressed mid-close ọ (e.g.
nòsim, hòdim, kòža) (Logar, 1996: 392).
Another important difference concerns the development of schwa, which in some
Styrian dialects developed into /e/ in long-stressed syllables, while it developed into
/a/ elsewhere (e.g. den, len; dan, lan). In short-stressed syllables it also transformed
into /e/, while elsewhere it either remained or later transformed into some other
vowel, while it could have become silent in post-tonic final closed syllables (e.g.
pes, megla, pesek; pəs, məgla, pesək) (Logar, 1996: 393).
The system of stressed vowels in monophtongal-diphthongal. There are less
monophthongs than diphthongs, which are also less common (Logar, 1993: 138).
The stressed vowels of the Central Styrian dialect, especially those that have always
been long-stressed or have gone through the process of lengthening early on, have
experienced many changes, particularly the tendency to diphthongise. Thus, for
example, former ě and e have after becoming long-stressed slowly developed into
éj, á j, áj. According to those diphthongs separate speeches are distinguished (Logar,
1996: 396).
5.5.2.2 Lengthening of Short-Stressed Non-Final Syllables
Despite the initial uniformity of Styrian dialects, the concepts of later dialects and
speeches began to appear over time. The lengthening of short-stressed non-final
syllables occurred relatively early in some Styrian dialects, among other is the
Central Styrian dialect. This is especially evident in the case of Proto-Slavic /ě/, /e/
in /o/ (e.g. strěha > strěha > strei̯ ha = cei̯ sta, brei̯ za = zvei̯ zda, snei̯ g, lei̯ s; nèsel >
nei̯ su, rei̯ ku, pei̯ ku = pei̯ č; nòsim > nou̯sim; hou̯dim, kou̯ža = bou̯s). Today, vowel
reflexes are different, as each dialect developed diphthongs in its own way. The
Central Styrian dialect partially monophthongised the older diphthongs /ei̯ / in /ou̯/,
while in part they differentiated into diphthongs /ai̯ / and /au̯/ (Logar, 1996: 393–
394).
The Central Styrian dialect eliminated quantitative oppositions in stressed syllables,
as short-stressed vowels went through a process of lengthening (Logar, 1996: 395).
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At the same time, no vowel reduction of long-stressed vowels or retraction of stress
occurred, which could lead to new short-stressed syllables. The Central Styrian
dialect; therefore, does not distinguish between short-stressed and long-stressed
syllables because all stressed syllables are long-stressed, while the stress is dynamic
(e.g. škáf, gráh, stár, gát, plúk, júk, stróp, pót, nuóš, pruóč, škof́, bór) (Logar, 1993:
138; Logar, 1996: 396).
5.5.2.3 The Fronting of *u to ü
Another important distinguishing factor of Styrian dialects concerns /u/. In one part
of the Styrian language territory, including the Central Styrian dialect, /u/
transformed into /ü/, while elsewhere it either remained as /u/ or developed into
/uu̯/, /ou̯/ (Logar, 1996: 393). The areal of the fronting of *u > ü is a large one and
it includes much of the south-eastern half of the Slovene speech territory (southern
Littoral, Lower Carniolan, south-eastern Styrian, Pannonian). The change, which is
not attested in Upper Carniolan, is not selected in Standard Slovene. The
competition among the high back vowels may have been the motivation for the
fronting of *u. Locally the ü reflex has been replaced by back u in relatively recent
times (Greenberg, 2000: 116).
5.5.2.4 The Absence of Vowel Reduction and Pitch-Accent
Pitch oppositions are not a characteristic of Styrian dialects. Therefore, the pitch
accent is one and the same, namely falling (Logar, 1996: 395). The accent is
dynamic and the same in all words (Logar, 1996: 396). The processes of akanje,
ikanje and ukanje are also not characteristic of the Central Styrian dialect.
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6

EMPIRICAL PART

The empirical part first defines the purpose of the research. The list of main goals
is provided along with hypotheses. The research methods are described and the
results of the auditory analysis and the statistical analysis are presented and
interpreted. The empirical part is concluded with a discussion of hypotheses.

6.1 The Purpose of the Research
The purpose of the research is to determine the influence of Styrian dialect and
Upper Carniola dialect on the pronunciation of English of Slovene students. The
main goals of the research are:
1. to strengthen the evidence for such influence,
2. to observe the extent of such influence in both dialect areas and to determine
in which area the dialect influence on the pronunciation of English is more
visible,
3. to identify the reasons for such influence.
We will test the following hypotheses:
1. The pronunciation of English of Slovene students is influenced by their
dialect.
2. The dialect influence on the pronunciation of English is more visible in
Styria.
3. Slovene learners of English speak interlanguage. The rules of their
interphonology mostly stem from Slovene phonological rules.

6.2 Methods
The research employs various research methods. First, contrastive analysis is used
to compare the sound systems of Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect with the sound
system of British English. The sound system of British English is used, as it is
taught in Slovene schools. Contrastive analysis results in the prediction of areas
where students are likely to encounter pronunciation difficulties due to their dialect.
Second, based on the findings of the contrastive analysis words are chosen and
organised in a test which is used for obtaining samples for analysis. Third, fieldwork
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is conducted. Fourth, auditory analysis of samples includes listening to audio
material and producing phonemic transcriptions. Fifth, statistical analysis of data.
6.2.1

Results of CA

6.2.1.1 CA: /e, ɛ/
The Standard Slovene has two /e/ sounds, namely /e/ as in med, which is a midclose front vowel and /ɛ/ as in peta, which is a mid-open front vowel (Collins,
Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 36). The RP English short front vowel /e/ is pronounced
with the front of the tongue raised between the mid-close and mid-open position
with the lips loosely spread (Cruttenden, 1994: 101). Although variants which are
either more open or more close exist (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 95), the RP English /e/
has no exact equivalent in the Standard Slovene.
Cruttenden (1994: 102) notes that the RP English /e/ might pose difficulties for
learners whose mother tongue has two /e/ sounds, as is the case in the Standard
Slovene language. When it comes to the pronunciation of RP English /e/, Slovene
learners will most likely equate the RP English /e/ with one of the two variants
provided by their mother tongue. They might employ the mid-close /e/, which is in
the Standard Slovene used in words that were acquired from other languages and in
newly made words (e.g. Krémelj, Unésko, zébra, etc.) (Toporišič, 2004: 52–53). If
the mid-close /e/ is used instead of RP English /e/, there is a risk of confusion with
the diphthong /eɪ/ (Cruttenden, 1994: 102).
Slovene learners might also employ the mid-open variant of /ɛ/. As opposed to the
mid-close /e/, which can only be long stressed, mid-open /ɛ/ can be long or short
stressed and as short it can either be stressed or unstressed (Toporišič, 2004: 60).
When it comes to the use of long and short stressed mid-open /ɛ/ in Standard
Slovene, often each separate case needs to be dealt with or learnt individually,
because the choice of vowel type does not depend on rules of segmental analysis,
but on suprasegmental characteristics of the words (i.e. word stress) and is usually
conditioned by meaning (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 47). Long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/ is
used in certain root words, among which are nouns, such as čêsen, klêpetec, mêtla,
pêta, sêstra, têta; adjectives, such as têžek, mêhek, grênek, plêhek, êden, êna, pêti;
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personal pronouns from genitive onwards, such as mêne, têbe, njêga; and the
present tense of verbs, such as gnêtem, nêsem, pêčem, rêčem, têčem, bêrem. These
verbs than end with –sti and –či also have long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/ in the
infinitive form (e.g. pêči) and in all forms, except in the singular masculine
participle ending with –l (pékel, nésel), except plêtel (Toporišič, 2004: 53–54).
There are, however, some rules which govern the use of long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/
in the Standard Slovene. The first rule is that each e that occurs before j which is
followed by a vowel is mid-open (e.g. mêja, sêja, vêja, rêja, orhidêja, idêja, galêja,
etc.). However, when e comes before j which is at the end of a word or followed by
a consonant, it is pronounced slightly closer (e.g. mej, mejni, idej, sprej, vejnat, vej)
(Toporišič, 2004: 53–54). According to Toporišič (2004: 72–73), in modern
Standard Slovene language all these cases are pronounced with mid-open /ɛ:/. The
second rule is that e before r is mid-open in non-Slavic words acquired from other
languages (e.g. afêra, šofêr, fêr, atmosfêra, mizêren, bolêro (Toporišič, 2004: 53–
54). In Standard Slovene, long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/ occurs in pair with j or r and
in words with a suffix –ent (e.g. asamblêja, fundamênta, etc.) (Toporišič, 2004: 52–
53). The third rule says that numerals pet, šest, sedem, devet, deset are pronounced
with long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/ in genitive, dative, locative and instrumental case
(Toporišič, 2004: 53–54). The fourth rule is that verbs with stress on –íti, -áti in the
infinitive form are pronounced with long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/ in singular
imperative form, when they express intent and in singular masculine participle
ending with –l. In the present tense of these verbs, long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/
occurs before –im or –em (e.g. ženíti žénim: žêni, žênit, žênil; similarly: sêli, krêni,
(po)čêni, (za)klêni, pêlji, čêši, klêplji, klêši, krêši, mêči, têši) (Toporišič, 2004: 53–
54). The fifth rule is that mid-open /ɛ:/ occurs in singular imperatives of verbs
ending with –iti, -im (e.g. cêdi, dêli, grêši, krêpi, pepêli, slêdi, têsni, vêseli
(exceptions are gréši and slépi) (Toporišič, 2004: 53–54). The sixth rule says that
mid-open /ɛ:/ is pronounced in the penultimate syllable of base word if the word in
question is characterised by retraction or advancement of the accent (e.g. cêsar
cesárja; similarly jêčmen, jêlen, jêzik, mêdved, petêlin, prêdlog, žêlod (except
trébuh) (Toporišič, 2004: 53–54). The seventh and last rule is that singular
masculine participle ending with –l is pronounced with long stressed mid-open /ɛ:/
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only in verbs of the following type: plêsti plêtem, brêsti brêdem (Toporišič, 2004:
53–54).
In Standard Slovene, short stressed mid-open /ɛ/ occurs in certain root words and
forms that need to be dealt with individually. The majority of them are masculine
nouns (e.g. cènt, čèp, drèk, hlèb (more commonly hléb), lèv, mèč, obrèd, šmènt, zèt,
žèp (in singular locative case also žépu); some are adjectives (e.g. èn, poštèn, rumèn,
zelèn); and some are singular masculine participles ending with –l of verbs that end
with –ijem, -ejem, -ujem (e.g. grèl (mid-close /e/ is also possible: grél), smèl (also
smél), spèl (also spél), vèl (also vél), vrèl. Examples of other verbs are: žèl, mlèl. A
lot of adverbs are pronounced with short stressed mid-open /ɛ/ (e.g. dèlj, doklèj,
doklèr, precèj, sèm, vèč), also some particles (e.g. sicèr) and imperatives (e.g. jèj,
smèj) (Toporišič, 2004: 60–63).
Short stressed mid-open /ɛ/ is common in some suffixes and prefixes. Suffixes for
masculine nouns that have to be dealt with individually are: -è, -ènt (e.g. fantè,
hlapčè, študènt, repetènt, fundamènt, segmènt, zakramènt). Suffixes for neuter
nouns are: -è, -šè, -lè (e.g. ženščè, bablè, kravšè). Suffixes that are used for
adjectives are –èn (e.g. pečèn, tepèn, zasmrajèn, zelèn) and also: -èn, -nà, -ò: temèn,
temnà –o; èk, -kà, -ò: brdèk –dkà –ò; -èl, -là, -ò: izšèl -šlà –ò. All stressed endings
of the last syllable are short (e.g. stezà –è –ì –ò –ì –ò; stezè –àm –è –àh), while the
important exception here is ending –éh in locative case, which is pronounced with
mid-close /e/. Examples of prefixes are prè-, prèd-, nè-, etc., which are pronounced
with short stressed open-mid /ɛ/ when they mark special stress of compounds (e.g.
prèživáhno, prèdnaročíti, nèneúmen) (Toporišič, 2004: 60–63).
Short stressed mid-open /ɛ/ is also common in some derivatives and compounds.
Derivatives and compounds have short stress on the last e in singular nominative
and accusative case; such compounds are either nouns or adjectives. Noun
derivatives from perfective verbs are pronounced with mid-open /ɛ/ (e.g. precèp),
while those formed from imperfective verbs are pronounced with mid-close /e/ (e.g.
ték, bég). Other examples are noun compounds such as vodomèt, daljnoglèd,
drvosèk (also drvosék), črnoglèd; adjective compounds such as brzopèt; and
adjective derivatives from prepositional phrase such as brezrèp (also brezrép).
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Interjections also often have short stressed mid-open /ɛ/ (e.g. èh) (Toporišič, 2004:
60–63).
While there is a possibility of equating the RP English /e/ with either the mid-open
or mid-close variant of the Standard Slovene e, the learners from Upper Carniola
are more likely to use the mid-close /e/ as a substitute for the RP English /e/, because
of the process of vowel reduction. While long vowels in the Upper Carniola dialect
are monophthongs and do not differ from the long stressed vowel system of the
Standard Slovene (i, u, ẹ, ọ, e, o, a, ər), the system of short stressed vowels is more
modest, because of the vowel reduction (Greenberg, 2000: 23, 159-160; Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 57–58; Logar, 1993: 106; Logar, 1996: 402). Short reflexes of *i, *u,
and *e are reduced to ə in stressed syllables, especially when they occur next to
sonorants and at the end of a word. The effect of vowel reduction is even more
visible when it comes to unstressed syllables, where high vowels may be completely
lost. It is particularly common in words in which the unstressed vowel is in the same
syllable as a resonant (e.g. mə̂rzl̥ ca). The tendency is for e to become narrower (e.g.
ẹ/ə) and for ě to transition into ə/ø. For example, the ě at the end of a word has
reduced to ẹ/ə/ø (dẹ́watẹ/dẹ́watə/dẹ́wat). It is important that words retain their
pronounceability through the process of vowel reduction (Greenberg, 2000: 147–
148; Logar, 1993: 106–107; Logar, 1996: 170, 402).
The learners speaking the Styrian dialect will more likely use the mid-open variant
of /ɛ/ as a substitute for the RP English /e/, as vowel reduction is not a characteristic
of Styrian dialect. On the contrary, lengthening of short stressed non-final syllables
has occurred in the Central Styrian dialect, meaning there are no oppositions
between long and short stressed vowels, as all vowels are long stressed (Logar,
1993: 138; Logar, 1996: 395, 396; Toporišič, 2004: 60). Furthermore, the dialects
that compose the Styrian group are characterized by diphthongal reflex ei for *e
(Logar, 1993: 138; Logar, 1996: 395–396); however, in Central Styrian dialect this
diphthong is remonophthongised as mid-close /e/ (Greenberg, 2000: 34; Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 59). Mid-close /e/ vowel is rare in Central Styrian dialect; it is usually
used in words acquired from other languages (Logar, 1993: 139), as is the case in
the Standard Slovene language.
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Therefore, it is expected that learners speaking Upper Carniola dialect will use the
mid-close variant of /e/, due to the effects of vowel reduction, while the learners
from Styria will be more inclined towards employing the mid-open variant of /ɛ/ as
a substitute for the RP English e, because of the process of lengthening of short
stressed non-final syllables. Both choices are problematic, as mid-close /e/ is too
close and might be confused with /ɪ/ vowel, while the mid-open variant is simply
too open. Although, as Jurančič Petek (2007: 54, 95, 123) notes, the RP /e/ is more
open in front of dark “l” and nearer to the Standard Slovene mid-open /ɛ/, which is
where the learners from Styria might have an advantage over learners speaking
Upper Carniola accent.
6.2.1.2 CA: /æ/
The RP English /æ/ is a front vowel (Roach, 1991: 14–15) pronounced with the
mouth slightly more open than for /e/. The tongue is raised to a position between
open and open-mid. Side rims are making a very slight contact with the back upper
molars, while the lips are neutrally open. The Standard Slovene mid-open /ɛ/ is
more close than English /æ/; therefore, the Standard Slovene mid-open /ɛ/ sounds
in words like “teta, žena, kmet” are not equivalent to the RP English /æ/ (Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 98).
The main difficulty of Slovene learners is in the establishment of the qualitative
oppositions. Many Slovene learners confuse /e/ and /æ/ as they do not realise how
crucial this phoneme contrast is (e.g. contrasting pairs: bag-beg, bad-bed, massmess, pack-peck, had-head). The RP English vowel /æ/ is more open and longer
than vowel /e/. Also, the process of lengthening occurs when RP /æ/ stands before
voiced consonants (e.g. cab, bad, bag, badge, man, ham) (Cruttenden, 1994: 103;
Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1997: 48; Jurančič Petek, 2007: 98). Under the influence
of General American, Slovene learners might pronounce /æ/ instead of /ɑ:/ which
is followed by a voiceless fricative (e.g. past, after, bath) (Cruttenden, 1994: 103).
Learners from Upper Carniola region might narrow the RP English /æ/ to mid-open
/ɛ/ because of the process of vowel reduction (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 98, 125), while
learners from Styria should have little problems with the pronunciation of RP /æ/,
as mid-open /ɛ/ is more frequently used in Styrian dialect.
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6.2.1.3 CA: /ɒ, o/
The Standard Slovene has a mid-open /ɔ/ as in poten and a mid-close /oː/ as in pot
(Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1997: 36). Mid-close /oː/ is always only long stressed
(Toporišič, 2004: 60) and is usually pronounced in all words acquired from other
languages and in newly made words (e.g. Lóndon, Móskva, Tómos, etc.). Words
with ov are an exception, as they can only be pronounced with mid-open /ɔ/ (e.g.
Pskôv) (Toporišič, 2004: 52–53). Mid-open /ɔ/ can be long or short and as short it
can be stressed or unstressed. It is also more open whether it is long stressed, short
stressed or unstressed (Toporišič, 2004: 49–50, 60).
When it comes to the use of long and short stressed mid-open /ɔ/ in Standard
Slovene, although there are some rules, often each separate case needs to be dealt
with or learnt individually, because the choice of vowel type depends on
suprasegmental characteristics of the words (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 47). Long
stressed mid-open /ɔː/ is used in certain root morphemes, such as bôlha, gôra, kôza,
nôga, ôsa, rôka, vôda, lônec, nôrec, ôrel, pôper, ôkno, môčen, dôl, ponôči, etc. It is
also used in singular dative and locative case in the mixed stress type (e.g. môstu,
nôči), in imperative (e.g. (po)môzi), in the penultimate syllable of the base word
with a shifting stress type (e.g. Gregôrja, topôla, zastôra, etc. ) and in numeral eight
(e.g. ósem - ôsmih, ôsmim, ôsmimi) similarly also stôtih (Toporišič, 2004: 55–56).
The rules which govern the use of long stressed mid-open /ɔː/ in Standard Slovene
are as follows (Toporišič, 2004: 55–56):
1. Each stressed o before v which is followed by a vowel is mid-open (e.g.
sinôvi, sôva, vdôva, njegôva). This is also true for words borrowed from
another language (e.g. Pskôva). When o occurs in front of v which is at the
end of a word or is followed by a consonant, it is pronounced slightly more
close (e.g. sinôv, sinôvski, njegôv).
2. O which alternates environments with short stressed mid-open /ɔ/ in
nominative case or in singular masculine accusative case is long stressed
and mid-open (e.g. bòb bôba, gròb grôba). Exceptions are nouns derived
from verbs, when they have a discontinuous sound at the end of the root
(e.g. odhòd is pronounced with mid-open /ɔː/, while odhóda (accusative
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case) is pronounced with mid-close /oː/). However, the suffix –ot is always
pronounced with mid-open /ɔː/ (e.g. hohòt hohôta). Long stressed mid-open
/ɔː/ is used before the final root plosive (e.g. naskòk is pronounced with midopen /ɔː/, while naskóka can be pronounced with either mid-close /oː/ or
mid-open /ɔː/, similarly also: skòk skóka and skôka, óklopa and ôklopa,
shóda and shôda, pogója and pogôja). The same rule can be applied to the
following examples of adjectives: nòr nôrega nôra –o, gòl, globòk, visòk,
širòk (suffix –ok), hròm, tòp, gotòv, prepròst (mid-close /oː/ is used with
compounds kratkonóg).
3. Suffixes which are pronounced with mid-open /ɔː/ in nouns are -ôba, -ôča,
-ôta and -ôk(ega) for adjectives (e.g. grenkôba, čistôča, praznôta, širôk(ega
–a). In rare cases mid-close /oː/ is used in nouns ending with -ôta (e.g.
dobróta, siróta).
4. Mid-open /ɔː/ is used in the penultimate syllable of the base word with a
shifting stress type (e.g. pôtok potóka, ôtok, pôrok, pôrod, prôstor, šôtor,
tôvor).
5. Verbs with stress on –íti in the infinitive form are pronounced with long
stressed mid-open /ɔː/ in singular imperative form, when they express intent
(the supine), in short infinitive and in the singular masculine participle
ending with –l. In the present tense of these verbs, long stressed mid-open
/ɔː/ occurs before –im or –em (e.g nosíti nósim: nôs, nôsit nôsit nôsil;
similarly gôni, hôdi, môli, nôsi, sklôni se, skôči, vôdi, vôzi; verbs that end
with –em or –ati also belong in this group, e.g. kôplji, zôblji, ôrji).
6. Singular imperatives of verbs ending with –íti –ím are pronounced with long
stressed mid-open /ɔː/ (e.g. lovíti lovím lôvi; similarly bôri se, drôbi, gôji,
gôsti, grôzi, krôji, mnôži, môli, smôdi, sôli, sramôti, škrôpi, zvôni).
Exceptions pronounced with mid-close /oː/ are rare (e.g. móži). Verbs
ending with –eti, –im are pronounced with mid-open /ɔː/ (e.g. bôli, nôri,
zôri, mrgôli, slôni; except stôji and bôji se, stój and bój se which are
pronounced with mid-close /oː/).
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7. Root morphemes which occur before suffixes –ən –nja are pronounced with
mid-open /ɔː/ (e.g. nôsen, vôzen, hôden, neizprôsen, môten – vôžnja,
prôšnja).
Some singular masculine nouns are pronounced with mid-close /oː/ in nominative
case; typical examples are: tópel (/oː/) as well as tôpel (/ɔː/), dóber (dôbra –o); bós
(bôsa –o). Plural nouns in genitive case such as rók, nóg, kónj, otrók are pronounced
with mid-close /oː/. When it comes to the noun otrok, (pri) otrócih (locative case)
and (z) otróki (instrumental case) are also pronounced with mid-close/oː/.
In Standard Slovene, short stressed mid-open /ɔ/ occurs in certain root words that
have to be dealt with individually. Masculine nouns are in majority (e.g. bòj, čòp,
kònj, nabòj, otròk, stòl, stòlp, stròj, škòf); some adjectives are pronounced with midopen /ɔ/ (e.g. globòk, nòv, prepròst, visòk); also some adverbs (e.g. bòlj, dokàj,
dovòlj, takòj) and particles (e.g. splòh) (Toporišič, 2004: 60-63).
Suffix for masculine nouns that needs to be dealt with individually is –òt (e.g. živòt,
čofòt) and –ovnò for neuter nouns (e.g. godovnò). Suffix which is used for
adjectives and pronounced with mid-open /ɔ/ is –òv (e.g. boròv). Prefixes pò-, pòdare pronounced with mid-open /ɔ/ when they mark special stress of compounds (e.g.
pònaročíti, pòdpredsédnik). Derivatives and compounds have short stress on the
last o in nominative and accusative case in singular; such compounds are either
nouns or adjectives. Example of a noun derivative from a perfective verb is pohòd,
while derivatives from imperfective verbs are usually pronounced with long
stressed mid-close /oː/ (e.g. jók, tók, stók). Examples of noun compounds are:
detomòr, četverobòj, dimovòd, daljnovòd. An example of an adjective compounds
is: goloròk. Interjections are also often pronounced with short stressed mid-open /ɔ/
(e.g. òh, hòpla) (Toporišič, 2004: 60–63).
As is the case in Standard Slovene, RP English language has two o vowels, namely
/ɔ:/ and /ɒ/, which can be roughly equated with the Standard Slovene’s mid-close
/o:/ and mid-open /ɔ:/. The RP English /ɒ/ is a short vowel, pronounced with wide
open jaws and slight, open lip-rounding (Cruttenden, 1994: 108). It is not quite fully
back and is between mid-open and open in tongue height (Roach, 1991: 14–15).
Generally it is more open than the Standard Slovene mid-open /ɔː/, which Slovene
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learners usually use as replacement (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1997: 58). The RP
English vowel /ɔ:/ is relatively long rounded back vowel, pronounced with medium
lip-rounding, and with the back of the tongue raised between the mid-open and midclose positions (Cruttenden, 1994: 110). Although it is slightly more open than the
Standard Slovene mid-close /oː/ (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1997: 58), the RP
English /ɔː/ in one of its varieties overlaps with the Slovene mid-close /oː/ (Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 54).
The pronunciation of the RP English /ɒ/ usually does not present a problem for
Slovene learners, as the Standard Slovene mid-open /ɔ:/ almost overlaps with the
RP English one, since there is a lot of variation in the degree of opening for the
English vowel (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 54). It is important, however, not to
pronounce /ɒ/ as too close, otherwise it might be confused with the RP English /ɔ:/
(Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1997: 58). The extremely open nature of the RP English
/ɒ/ can be emphasized by comparing it to /ɑ:/. A quality near to /ɒ/ can be achieved
by pronouncing the sound as far back in the mouth as possible, with the jaws wide
apart and with the slightest lip-rounding (Cruttenden, 1994: 109).
When it comes to the pronunciation of the RP English /ɔ:/, Slovene learners face
more difficulties. Under the influence of General American, they use the vowel /ɒ/
is some words which are pronounced with /ɔ:/ in RP English (e.g. always, walk,
talk, water, raw, caught, bought) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1997: 58). In General
American the contrast between /ɒ/ and /ɑ:/ is lost (Cruttenden, 1994: 109). Those
vowels which have /ɒ/ in RP English are pronounced with /ɑ:/ in General American
(e.g. cod, spot, pocket, bottle). A limited subset has /ɔ:/, e.g. across, gone, often,
cough (Cruttenden, 1994: 84). Also under the influence of GA, learners might wish
to pronounce /r/ where /ɔ:/ occurs (e.g. port, sort, lord, more) (Cruttenden, 1994:
111), as rhotic dialects have a shorter vowel plus /r/ in words like horse, cord, war
(Cruttenden, 1994: 110). Furthermore, Slovene learners’ pronunciation of the RP
English /ɔ:/ before weak consonants is often too short (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar,
1997: 96).
Due to the overlap of Standard Slovene mid-close /o:/ and RP English /ɔ:/, and also
the overlap of Standard Slovene mid-open /ɔː/ and RP English /ɒ/, the pronunciation
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of those two vowels does not present a great problem for Slovene learners.
However, problems with pronunciation arise when it comes to the pronunciation of
o vowel in individual dialects. The Upper Carniola dialect is characterized by
monophthongal long stressed vowel system, which does not differ from the one in
Standard Slovene (i: u: ẹ: ọ: e: o: a:) (Logar, 1993: 106), while the system of short
stressed vowels is more modest, because of vowel reduction of short high vowels
and only one quality of e and o (u, e, o, ə, a) (Logar, 1996: 402). Another
characteristic of Upper Carniola dialect are monophthongal reflexes of *o
(Greenberg, 2000: 23; Jurančič Petek, 2007: 57–58), as mid-close /oː/ developed
from an older diphthong ou̯ (Logar, 1993: 106). This long stressed mid-close /oː/
represents all Proto-Slavic long stressed /o/ vowels, while mid-open /ɔː/ represents
the stressed Proto-Slavic o (Logar, 1993: 106). While the dialects that compose the
Styrian group are characterized by diphthongal reflex o:u̯/a:u̯ for *o (Logar, 1993:
138), in Central Styrian dialect this diphthong remonophthongised as mid-close /oː/
(Jurančič Petek, 2007: 59). Therefore, both Upper Carniola dialect and Central
Styrian dialect are characterized by monophthongal nature of o vowel.
The process of “akanje” is rare in Upper Carniola dialect. Instead, Upper Carniola
dialect is characterized by “ukanje”. During the process of “ukanje” the pretonic o
is raised to a u-like vowel (e.g. bogàt > bugàt, kobíla > kubíwa) (Greenberg, 2000:
150; Logar, 1993: 9). However, o is still pronounced when it occurs before short
stressed syllables and after stressed syllables (Logar, 1996: 170). The processes
“ikanje”, “akanje” and “ukanje” are not a characteristic of the Central Styrian
dialect (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 59), although there is a tendency to narrow /o/
towards /u/ in pretonic and post-tonic syllables (Logar, 1996: 394–395), but this is
not a general rule (e.g. ugíjše, ubárve; otáva, kosír, kolájn, stopál) (Logar, 1996:
398).
Styrian dialect is not very familiar with the mid-open variant of /o/. When mid-open
/ɔː/ is used in Standard Slovene, it is almost as a rule replaced by mid-close /oː/ in
the Central Styrian dialect (e.g. kósa, nóga, kóstaj, óreh, ósa, tórek, góra, otróci)
(Jurančič Petek, 2007: 54). Some individual words, which were once pronounced
with a nasal o̜, are pronounced with mid-close /oː/ in Standard Slovene as well as
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in Central Styrian dialect (e.g. móka, zóp, golóp, hlót, góst, kót, góba, pópek,
poróka, otkót, bóm, bóš) (Logar, 1996: 397).
Learners from Upper Carniola will most probably use the Standard Slovene midopen /ɔː/ as a replacement for RP English /ɒ/. Under the influence of General
American they might raise it toward /ɑ:/, resulting in an overly open /ɒ/, or even
substitute it with /u/, because of the process of “ukanje”. Styrian learners are
expected to use the mid-close /oː/ for RP English /ɒ/ as well as /ɔː/. However, the
influence of General American might propel them to use mid-open /ɔː/ in words,
which are in RP English pronounced with close /ɔː/.
6.2.1.4 CA: /u:, ʊ/
The RP English long stressed /u:/ is a close back vowel. During pronunciation no
firm contact is made between the tongue and the upper molars, while the lips are
closely rounded (Cruttenden, 1994: 114). Although RP /uː/ (e.g. pool) is very
similar to the Standard Slovene /u:/ (e.g. Pulj), it is slightly less labialized and
slightly less advanced (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 103). Nevertheless, the quality of this
vowel should cause no difficulty to most learners. Although, Cruttenden (1994:
115) advises against too energetic lip rounding. While the RP English vowel usually
has a slight glide from /ʊ/ to /uː/, learners are not recommended to imitate this, as
an exaggerated glide sounds dialectical to native speakers of English (Collins,
Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 69). Furthermore, the learners do not need to consciously
aim at centralization of /u:/ following /j/ (Cruttenden, 1994: 115).
The short RP English /ʊ/ (e.g. look) is a very weakly rounded back-central, midclose vowel. When compared to /uː/ it is shorter and more centralised (Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 129). Although this vowel occurs in both stressed and unstressed
syllables, it is present in the stressed syllable of a relatively small number of words,
though some of these are of common occurrence (e.g. put, good, look, would)
(Cruttenden, 1994: 112). There is no counterpart for the RP English /ʊ/ in the
Standard Slovene; therefore, Slovene speakers often use the Standard Slovene /uː/
(e.g. Luka) as a substitution, which is far too close, back and rounded. Actually, the
quality of RP English /ʊ/ is nearer to the Standard Slovene /o:/ (e.g. loka) (Collins,
Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 70; Jurančič Petek, 2007: 54).
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What is more difficult for the Slovene learners to master is the relationship between
fully long [u:], reduced [u] and short [ʊ] (e.g. food, boot, foot) (Cruttenden, 1994:
115). The RP English /uː/ is long stressed at the end of a word, before weak
consonants and before /l, m, n/. Before strong consonants, it is much shorter – not
noticeably longer than /ʊ/ (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 69). The problem of
Slovene learners is that they pronounce /uː/ as too short before weak consonants
(e.g. rude  *[rud]) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 96). The difficulty of /ʊ/ is
that it has to be distinguished from /u:/, sometimes by quality alone (e.g. foot –
boot), sometimes by quality and quantity (e.g. good – food). The RP English /ʊ/ is
short stressed before strong consonants (e.g. foot), while it is somewhat longer in
other contexts (e.g. good, pull) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 70).
The vowel /u/ transformed into /ü/ in the Central Styrian dialect, while elsewhere it
either remained, or developed into /uu̯/, /ou̯/ (Logar, 1996: 393; Greenberg, 2000:
34). A tendency towards diphthongization of long stressed vowels is also evident
in the case of long-stressed /u:/, as it developed into diphthong úw/ów (e.g. vúwst,
vúwhe, trúwplu, plúwče, klúwč, súwh, kúwšar, kúwčma). Nevertheless, the Central
Styrian dialect is familiar with the long-stressed /u:/, which developed from shortstressed /u/ after the process of the lengthening of short-stressed syllables (e.g.
grúnt, krúh, fkúp) (Logar 1996: 398). Due to the widespread nature of the
centralised /ü/ in Styria, the learners might employ this variant in Slovene English
(Jurančič Petek, 2007: 103). While RP /u:/ is a close back vowel, RP /ʊ/ is more
centralised, meaning the Styrian learners could come near to the correct
pronunciation of RP /ʊ/; however, the length of this new variant would still be
closer to RP /u:/. Also, they may resort to using the Standard Slovene long-stressed
/u:/, because it is a part of their sound system.
Learners from the Upper Carniola region may have an advantage over Styrian
learners in achieving the correct pronunciation of RP /ʊ/, because of the process of
vowel reduction. Vowel reduction tends towards centralizing and shortening of high
vowels. RP English /ʊ/ is shorter and more centralized than RP /u:/; therefore, if the
Standard Slovene /u/ undergoes vowel reduction, it may result in a quality which is
near to the RP /ʊ/. However, the process of vowel reduction could lead to
substituting RP English /ʊ/ with /ə/.
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6.2.1.5 CA: /i:, ɪ/
The RP English /i:/ is pronounced with the front of the tongue raised slightly below
and behind the front close position, while the tongue is tense and lips are spread,
with the side rims making a firm contact with the upper molars (Cruttenden, 1994:
97). The RP English vowel /i:/ is very similar to the Standard Slovene long stressed
/i/ (e.g. pipa, vino, hrib, sila, tisti, sito) (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 101); therefore, great
problems are not expected when it comes to the Slovene learners’ pronunciation of
RP /i:/.
Although RP English /i:/ is in most contexts long stressed, it sounds quite short
whenever it occurs before a voiceless consonant. This is one area where Slovene
learners may encounter difficulties, as they often pronounce RP /i:/ too short before
weak consonants (e.g. read, league, freeze) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 96).
Reduction of length before voiceless consonants is important, since the
differentiation between words such as seize and cease is achieved by variation of
vowel length (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 41); furthermore, it causes
confusion with RP /ɪ/ (Cruttenden, 1994: 98). Jurančič Petek (2007: 101) argues
that the fact that final obstruents in Standard Slovene language are neutralised might
contribute to this phenomenon. Another reason could be the process of vowel
reduction, which is a characteristic of Upper Carniola dialect. The effect of vowel
reduction occurs even when the final consonant is voiced (e.g. /pli:z/  [pliz]).
While the RP English /i:/ and Standard Slovene long stressed /i:/ are quite similar,
the short RP English vowel /ɪ/ is of different quality than the Standard Slovene short
stressed /i/ (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 93). The RP English /ɪ/ is an unrounded closemid vowel, pronounced with the tongue nearer to the centre than to the front. As
opposed to RP /i:/, it is more open and back (Roach, 1991: 18–19), while the tongue
is lax. The nearest equivalent is Standard Slovene short stressed or unstressed /i/
(e.g. miš, nit, ima) (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 93).
Maintaining a proper qualitative relationship between /i:/ and /ɪ/ is important.
Slovene learners often pronounce RP /ɪ/ in the English word hit in the same way as
in the corresponding Slovene loan word hit, namely with a close and front /i/. This
results in the loss of contrast between pairs such as hit and heat, because there is
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only a small difference in length of the two vowels in this context (Collins,
Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 42). While /ɪ/ may occur in all positions in the word, the
contrast between /ɪ/ and /i:/ is neutralized in word-final position (e.g. coffee, lovely,
etc.) (Cruttenden, 1994: 99). One way of mending this problem is by practicing
pronunciation of three types of vowels: close, tense, long [i:] (bead); close, tense,
short [i] (beat); and the close-mid, lax, short [ɪ] (bit, bid) (Cruttenden, 1994: 101)
or pairs of words which include RP /i:/ and /ɪ/ (e.g. beat/bit, leak/lick, feast/fist,
read/rid, team/Tim) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 42).
The centralizing and shortening effect of vowel reduction, may contribute to a
higher number of correct responses for RP English /ɪ/ in Upper Carniola area, than
in Styria. Short reflexes of *i, *u, and *e reduced to ə in stressed syllables,
especially when occurring next to sonorants and in prepausal position. The effect
of vowel reduction is even greater when it comes to unstressed syllables, as they
may be entirely lost (Greenberg, 2000: 148–149). RP English /ɪ/ is a close-mid
vowel, pronounced with the tongue nearer to the centre. If the principles of vowel
reduction are applied to the Standard Slovene /i/, this may result in a quality which
is near to the RP /ɪ/. However, the process of vowel reduction could lead to
substituting RP English /ɪ/ with /ə/, which was noted by Jurančič Petek (2007: 94).
While the process of vowel reduction is advantageous to achieving the correct
pronunciation of RP /ɪ/, it may hinder the use of RP /i:/. Learners speaking Upper
Carniola dialect may under the influence of vowel reduction reduce RP /i:/, causing
confusion with RP /ɪ/. Learners from Styria may have an advantage when it comes
to the pronunciation of RP /i:/, as Styrian dialect is not familiar with the process of
vowel reduction. However, the number of correct responses for reduction of the
length of RP /i:/ before voiceless consonants may be higher in Upper Carniola.
6.2.1.6 CA: /ɑː, ʌ/
The RP English /ɑː/ is a long vowel, which is pronounced with a considerable
separation of the jaws, while the lips are neutrally open. The part of the tongue
between the centre and back is in the fully open position, no contact is made
between the rims of the tongue and the upper molars (Cruttenden, 1994: 106).
Although it is very similar to the Standard Slovene stressed /ɑː/, which is an open
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central vowel (e.g. glava, čakam, baba, vas) (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 105), the RP
English /ɑ:/ is often pronounced by Slovene learners as too short and not open
enough, resembling the RP English /ʌ/ (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 96). It is
also more fronted when compared with the RP English retracted /ɑː/ (e.g. father,
calm) (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 105).
Under the influence of General American, Slovene learners might substitute RP /ɑ:/
for /æ/. Where the RP English /ɑ:/ is followed by a voiceless fricative or by a nasal
plus a second consonant (e.g. laugh, pass, branch, advance), General American
uses /æ/. However, some words which are actually pronounced with /æ/ in RP
English (e.g. passage, finance, gas, romance) can be pronounced with /ɑ:/ because
of hypercorrection. In a number of words RP English is undecided and both /æ/ and
/ɑ:/ can be heard (e.g. lather, transfer, elastic, plastic) (Cruttenden, 1994: 107).
Learners must also be careful not to pronounce the r in spelling, unless it is followed
by a vowel (e.g. car  */kɑːr/) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 50, 96; Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 105). Such post-vocalic r letters can be considered as a mark of length
for the preceding vowel (Cruttenden, 1994: 108).
The short RP English /ʌ/ is a central mid-open vowel. It is pronounced with a
considerable separation of the jaws and with the lips neutrally open (Cruttenden,
1994: 104). The RP English /ʌ/ resembles the Standard Slovene short /a/ (e.g. brat,
rad, poraz), with the exception of being pronounced with the centre of the tongue
slightly raised. Slovene learners tend to neutralize the RP English /ʌ/ and /ɑː/,
causing confusion with the RP English /ɑː/ (e.g. last /lɑːst/  */lʌst/) (Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 99). It is very important to distinguish between the two RP English
vowels because they are very often contrastive (e.g. fast/fussed, mast/must,
task/tusk, staff/stuff, half/huff, psalm/some, heart/hut, grant/grunt) (Collins,
Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 50).
Spelling also often leads to confusing RP English /ʌ/ with /ɒ/ (oven /ʌvn/  */ɒvn/)
or /aʊ/ (country /kʌntrɪ/  */kaʊntrɪ/) (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 57, 96). In
order to avoid prejudice caused by the frequent orthographic spelling with u or o,
Cruttenden (1994: 106) advises to transcribe the RP English vowel /ʌ/ as /a/ rather
than with the traditional /ʌ/ symbol. It can also be helpful to learn the list of words
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spelt with o, but pronounced with /ʌ/ (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 57, 96).
Jurančič Petek (2007: 100) noticed that “u” is preferred spelling for /ʌ/ to “o” and
detected numerous cases of over-use (e.g. bush).
Styrian dialect has transformed Standard Slovene long stressed /ɑː/ to a quality
which is closer to the Standard Slovene mid-open /o/; however, the vowel å is still
closer to a than o (e.g. kåča, komår, måčka, våga, låte, štåla, skåla) (Logar, 1996:
397). The more rounded quality of the Standard Slovene /ɑ/ may give Styrian
learners an advantage over learners speaking Upper Carniola dialect when it comes
to the pronunciation of RP English /ɑː/. As opposed to the Upper Carniola dialect,
which prefers the open fronted variety of /ɑː/, Styrian dialect favours more retracted
and rounded variants. Yet, both regions exhibit a reduction of the long RP English
/ɑː/ vowel, which is a characteristic of Standard Slovene (Jurančič Petek, 2007:
127–128). The change á > å is not a general characteristic of Styrian dialect, as
Central Styrian dialect retained the Standard Slovene /ɑ/ vowel. Furthermore, the
lengthening of short-stressed non-final syllables increased the frequency of longstressed /ɑ/ in Central Styrian dialect (e.g. škáf, župán, gráh, stár, gát, brát) (Logar,
1996: 397–398).
6.2.1.7 CA: /ɜː, ə/
The RP English /ɜː/ vowel is articulated with the centre of the tongue raised between
close-mid and open-mid, no firm contact is being made between the tongue and
upper molars, while the lips are neutrally spread. It is a long vowel, shortened only
before strong consonants. The schwa /ə/ is a mid-central vowel, pronounced with a
neutral lip position (Cruttenden, 1994: 117). The quality of /ɜ:/ often coincides with
that of /ə/, the difference between the two is in the length. While /ɜ:/ usually occurs
in accented syllables and /ə/ in unaccented syllables (Cruttenden, 1994: 116),
Standard Slovene /ə/ can also be stressed (e.g. pes, ven, vrsta). Due to the similarity
of RP /ɜ:/, RP /ə/ and Standard Slovene /ə/, Slovene learners should not experience
great problems with pronunciation.
Distinguishing between the length of RP /ɜː/ and /ə/ may pose some problems for
Slovene learners. They often pronounce RP /ɜː/ as a short vowel in all positions,
leading to neutralisation of pairs such as heard and hurt (Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar,
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1996: 54). What is also likely to cause difficulties for Slovene learners is
remembering where to employ RP English /ə/, as it can be spelt with any vowel
letter. Slovene learners often incorrectly pronounce the vowel suggested by the
spelling, in particular o (e.g. compose /kəmpəʊz/  */kɒmpəʊz/). Also, they must
be careful not to pronounce r unless it is followed by a vowel (word  */wɜːrd/)
(Collins, Šuštaršič, Komar, 1996: 55, 96).
The RP English /ə/ and the Standard Slovene /ə/ overlap; therefore, the main
problem of Slovene learners is achieving the proper length when pronouncing the
RP English /ɜː/. The process of vowel reduction, which is an important
characteristic of the Upper Carniola dialect, results in reduction of short reflexes of
*i, *u, and *e to /ə/ in stressed syllables, while they may be completely lost in
unstressed syllables (Greenberg, 2000: 148–149). Consequently, schwa is more
frequently used in Upper Carniola dialect than in Styrian dialect. The Styrian dialect
is not familiar with the process of vowel reduction, on the contrary, it tends to
replace the Standard Slovene /ə/ with the mid-open variant of /e/, namely /ɛ/ (e.g.
megla, pes) (Jurančič Petek, 2007: 54).
6.2.2

The Test

One questionnaire and one test type was used in order to acquire samples for
analysis. The questionnaire (Appendix A) was used to obtain background
information on learners. The sole purpose of the questionnaire was to eliminate
those informants that did not fulfil the necessary requirements (e.g. they were not a
native speaker of a particular region).
The reading test (Appendix B) consists of sentences and word lists. All of the test
elements are meaningful. In the first task, the informants were asked to read a list
of ten sentences. The second task, requires that informants read a list of words and
a list of pairs of words. The last task includes translation of some Slovene words
into English. The words were enough common to be understood without difficulty.
The words in the sentences, in the word lists and in the pairs of words were chosen
on the basis of the contrastive study of Styrian and Upper Carniola dialect and
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British English, in order to provide such test elements that would elicit as many
instances of dialect interference as possible.
Table 1: Test Items

Sound

/e/

/æ/

/ɒ/, /ɔ:/

What is being tested?
med is in StSl pronounced with mid-close /e/
peta is in StSl pronounced with mid-open /ɛ/
loan words in StSl are pronounced with midclose /e/
e + j + V = mid-open /ɛ/ in StSl (“meja”)
e + j + C = mid /e/ in StSl
e before r is mid-open /ɛ/ in non-Slavic loan
words (“afera”)
e in suffix –ent is mid open /ɛ/
e in suffix -en is mid-open /ɛ/
tehnična is in StSl pronounced with mid-close /e/
RP /e/ is more open in front of /ɫ/ and nearer to
StSl mid-open /ɛ/
vowel reduction: common in words with
unstressed V + resonant (m, n, l, r, w, j)
RP /e/ is more open in front of /ɫ/ and nearer to
StSl mid-open /ɛ/
nesti is in StSl pronounced with mid-open /ɛ/
egoist is in StSl pronounced with mid-open /ɛ/
the main difficulty of Slovene Ls are the
qualitative oppositions: /æ/ - /e/
/æ/ + voiced C = long /æ/
influence of GA: /æ/ instead of /ɑ:/
mid-open /ɒ/ is used in certain root morphemes
in StSl (e.g. poten)
mid-close /ɔ:/ is used in bolezen
mid-close /o:/ is used in words acquired from
other languages (e.g. rok glasba)
o + v + V = mid-open /ɒ/ in StSl
short stressed mid-open /ɒ/ is in nominative case
or in singular masculine accusative case replaced
by long stressed and mid-open /ɒ/ (e.g. grob,
groba)
the suffix –ot is always pronounced with midopen /ɒ/ in StSl
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Test Item
medicine
pet
zebra
may I
say something
Affair is terrible.
tents
ten
technical
help
very
well
nest
egg
bag – beg
bad – bed
had (head)
man
bath
pot
ball
rock
hover
robber /ɒ/

robot /ɒ/

mid-open /ɒ/ is used before a plosive at the end
of the word in StSl (e.g. skok)
derivatives from imperfective verbs are
pronounced with mid-close /ɔ:/ in StSl

RP /u:/ is very similar to StSl /u:/
centralization of /u:/ following /j/
/ʊ/ is present in the accented syllable of a
relatively small number of words,
/uː/, /ʊ/ some are of common occurrence
the relationship between /uː/ and /ʊ/ is difficult
to master for Slovene Ls
Slovene Ls pronounce /u:/ as too short before
weak consonants
RP English vowel /iː/ is very similar to StSl long
stressed /i:/ (e.g. policija)
RP English /iː/ sounds quite short when it occurs
before a voiceless consonant
/iː/, /ɪ/

/ɑː/, /ʌ/

/ə/, /ɜ:/

Slovene learners pronounce RP /iː/ as too short
before voiced consonants, which causes
confusion with RP /ɪ/.
Final obstruents in StSl are neutralised. Effect of
vowel reduction.
StSl /ɑː/ is too short, not open enough and more
fronted (e.g. glava)
Under the influence of GA, Slovene Ls might
substitute /ɑː/ for /æ/.
RP English /ʌ/ resembles StSl short /ɑ/ (e.g.
brat)
Slovene Ls tend to neutralize the RP English /ɑː/
and /ʌ/, which causes confusion.
RP English /ɜ:/ is shortened before strong
consonants
Distinguishing between the length of RP /ə/ and
/ɜ:/ may be problematic.
Slovene Ls often incorrectly pronounce the
vowel suggested by the spelling, in particular o
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clock /ɒ/
talk /ɔ:/
short /ɔ:/
morning /ɔ:/
cool
music
good
shoe – shoot
food – foot
police
sleep
heat
hit
leave
lava /ɑː/
banana /ɑː/
brother /ʌ/
last (lust)
heart (hut)
church
heard - hurt
worm

r isn’t pronounced, unless it is followed by a
vowel
r isn’t pronounced, unless it is followed by a
vowel

6.2.3

girl
colour

Fieldwork

All the fieldwork was done by the author of this study and her mentor. The
fieldwork was performed in April 2018, first in OŠ Bohinj and then in OŠ Tabor I.
The total number of informants was 60. OŠ Bohinj provided 35 informants, while
OŠ Tabor I provided 25. Respondents were of different ages and both sexes.
Informants were tested in pairs. The pair of informants was first asked to complete
the questionnaire, then they read the test individually, one after another. Each
session lasted approximately five to ten minutes. Care was taken to ensure that the
testing conditions were as uniform as possible. However, it was at times impossible
to avoid interruptions (e.g. noise from the street, school bell, shouting of students,
etc.). Samples of speech were recorded on Samsung A5 2016.
6.2.4

Analysis of Data

The spoken data were auditorily analysed by the author and her mentor. The
analysis focused on the following sounds: /e/, /æ/, /ɒ/, /o/, /u:/ and /ʊ/. A certain
number of test items was chosen to represent each sound. The number of variants
for each sound in different distributional contexts were entered into tables and
percentages were calculated.
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6.3 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
6.3.1

Responses for /e/

Table 2: Variants of /e/ in different distributional contexts in the words pet, bed, nest, ten, help,
very, well, beg, egg spoken by students in Bohinj.
/e/

i
%

ɪ
%

--e
%

-e
%

[e]
%

e+
%

e++
%

æ
%

æ+
%

Other
%

Total
%

CeC

2.50
(7)

0.0

1.08
(3)

11.07
(31)

52.14
(146)

30.71
(86)

1.43
(4)

0.0

0.0

1.07
(3)

280

#eC

2.86
(1)

2.86
(1)

0.0

8.57
(3)

60.00
(21)

25.71
(9)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

35

Table 3: Variants of /e/ in different distributional contexts in the words pet, nest, ten, help, well,
very, bed, beg, egg spoken by students in Maribor.
/e/

i
%

ɪ
%

--e
%

-e
%

e
%

e+
%

e++
%

æ
%

æ+
%

Other

Total

CeC

0.52
(1)

0.52
(1)

0.52
(1)

2.60
(5)

5.21
(10)

28.66
(55)

46.35
(89)

13.02
(25)

0.0

2.60
(5)

192

#eC

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.17
(1)

0.0

8.33
(2)

66.67
(16)

16.66
(4)

4.17
(1)

0.0

24

The speakers of Upper Carniola dialect in most instances correctly pronounced the
RP English /e/ in both distributional contexts. The mid-open [ɛ] (denoted as e+) was
also frequently used. The speakers of Styrian dialect in most cases chose a
significantly more open variant, namely e++, which is positioned between [ɛ] and
[æ]. The high percentage of correct responses in Upper Carniola can be explained
by the fact that due to the process of vowel reduction, the learners from Upper
Carniola are more inclined to use the mid-close /e/, which proved advantageous.
On the contrary, mid-close /e/ is rare in Central Styrian dialect. As expected, the
Styrian learners employed a more open variant of e, namely e++.
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6.3.2

Responses for /æ/

Table 4: Variants of /æ/ in different distributional contexts in the words had, bad, bag, man
spoken by students in Bohinj.
/æ/

i
%

-e
%

e
%

--æ
%

-æ
%

æ
%

a
%

ɑ
%

Other
%

Total

CæC

0.71
(1)

9.29
(13)

40.71
(57)

28.57
(40)

5.72
(8)

2.86
(4)

9.29
(13)

0.71
(1)

2.14
(3)

140

Table 5: Variants of /æ/ in different distributional contexts in the words had, bad, bag, man
spoken by students in Maribor.
/æ/

i
%

-e
%

e
%

--æ
%

-æ
%

æ
%

a
%

ɑ
%

Other
%

Total

CæC

0.0

0.0

2.08
(2)

21.88
(21)

44.79
(43)

21.88
(21)

6.25
(6)

3.12
(3)

0.0

96

The highest number of correct responses for RP English /æ/ was achieved by
students speaking Styrian dialect (21.88%), while only 2.86% of Upper Carniola
dialect speakers achieved the correct pronunciation of /æ/. The most frequent type
of deviant response in Upper Carniola was mid /e/ (40.71%). In this case, the
process of vowel reduction had a hindering effect on the Upper Carniola students’
pronunciation of English. Styrian students did not experience many problems with
achieving the correct RP English /æ/. Although, the most frequent response for RP
English /æ/ in Styria is [-æ], which is somewhere between mid-open [ɛ] and /æ/.
6.3.3

Responses for /ɒ/

Table 6: Variants of /ɒ/ in different distributional contexts in the words o’clock, pot, rock, robber
spoken by students in Bohinj.
/ɒ/

o
%

ɒ
%

a
%

ʊ
%

u̙
%

Other
%

Total

CɒC

16.43
(23)

60.00
(84)

6.43
(9)

2.14
(3)

6.43
(9)

8.57
(12)

140
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Table 7: Variants of /ɒ/ in different distributional contexts in the words pot, rock, robber, o’clock
spoken by students in Maribor.
/ɒ/

o
%

ɒ
%

a
%

ʊ
%

u̙
%

Other
%

Total

CɒC

16.67
(16)

65.63
(63)

4.16
(4)

3.13
(3)

2.08
(2)

8.33
(8)

96

The speakers of Upper Carniola dialect in most cases correctly pronounced the RP
English /ɒ/ (60.00%). In some instances, under the influence of General American,
they raised the RP English /ɒ/ toward /a/ (6.43%). Surprisingly, the number of
correct responses for RP English /ɒ/ was high among Styrian students (65.63%),
which might be due to the influence of General American. The fairly high
percentage of other responses in both Upper Carniola (8.57%) and Styria (8.33%)
can be attributed to orthographic factors and incorrect semantic interpretation. The
word pot was often pronounced as put, while robber was pronounced as rubber.
6.3.4

Responses for /u:/

Table 8: Variants of /u:/ in different distributional contexts in the words room, music, cool, food,
shoe spoken by students in Bohinj.
/u:/

u̘
%

u:
%

u̙
%

ʊ
%

ʊ̙
%

ʊ̘
%

Other
%

Total

Cu:C

7.86
(11)

47.14
(66)

23.57
(33)

8.57
(12)

4.29
(6)

0.00

8.57
(12)

140

Cu:#

5.71
(2)

34.29
(12)

22.86
(8)

0.00

0.00

0.00

37.14
(13)

35

Table 9: Variants of /u:/ in different distributional contexts in the words room, music, cool, food,
shoe spoken by students in Maribor.
/u:/

u̘
%

u:
%

u̙
%

ʊ
%

ʊ̙
%

ʊ̘
%

Other
%

Total
%

Cu:C

18.75
(18)

52.08
(50)

19.79
(19)

3.13
(3)

2.08
(2)

3.13
(3)

1.04
(1)

96

Cu:#

16.67
(4)

50.00
(12)

4.17
(1)

0.00

0.00

8.33
(2)

20.83
(5)

24

.
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The speakers of Upper Carniola dialect in most instances correctly pronounced the
RP English /u:/ in the first distributional context (Cu:C). There was also a high
number of responses for the less advanced [u̙] (23.57%), which is characteristic of
Standard Slovene. The second distributional context (Cu:#) yielded an extremely
high percentage of other responses (37.14%), due to orthographic factors and
incorrect semantic interpretation. Many students pronounced the word shoe as shot
or show.
The students speaking Styria dialect in approximately half of the cases chose the
correct pronunciation of RP English /u:/ in both distributional contexts. The
centralisation and fronting of u is a characteristic of Styrian dialect. In the first
distributional context, the amount of responses for [u̘] (18.75%) is roughly equal
with the amount of responses for [u̙] (19.79%). The number of other responses in
the second distributional context is similar to the situation in Upper Carniola
(20.83%).
6.3.5

Responses for /ʊ/

Table 10: Variants of /ʊ/ in different distributional contexts in the words good, foot spoken by
students in Bohinj.
/ʊ/

ü
%

u̘
%

u:
%

u̙
%

ʊ
%

ʊ̙
%

ʊ̘
%

Other
%

Total

CʊC

1.43
(1)

2.86
(2)

4.29
(3)

21.43
(15)

38.57
(27)

21.43
(15)

1.43
(1)

8.56
(6)
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Table 11: Variants of /u:/ in different distributional contexts in the words good, foot spoken by
students in Maribor.
/ʊ/

ü
%

u̘
%

u:
%

u̙
%

ʊ
%

ʊ̙
%

ʊ̘
%

Other
%

Total

CʊC

4.17
(2)

6.25
(3)

4.17
(2)

12.5
(6)

29.16
(14)

6.25
(3)

33.33
(16)

4.17
(2)
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In most cases (38.57%), students speaking Upper Carniola dialect achieved the
correct pronunciation of RP English /ʊ/. While they choose to use [u̙] and [ʊ̙] in the
same amount (21.43%). What those two variants have in common is that they both
exhibit backing. The students speaking Styrian dialect in most instances (33.33%)
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chose a front variant of RP English /ʊ/, namely [ʊ̘]. The backing of /ʊ/ in Upper
Carniola and the fronting of /ʊ/ in Styria is evidence of dialect interference.
6.3.6

The Interphonology Rules of Slovene Learners of English

The Slovene learners of English speak their own interlanguage and have shaped
interlanguage rules which combine the dialectically influenced vowels with the
contexts of target language vowels. The rules of their interphonology; therefore,
stem from Slovene phonological rules and RP English phonological rules. We
observed the influence of Slovene and English phonology on the students’
interlanguage in two points.
6.3.6.1 The Case of Dark [ɫ]
Clear [l] in RP English occurs before vowels and /j/ (e.g. look, will you), while dark
[ɫ] occurs in a word-final position after a vowel (e.g. feel, well) and also after a
vowel and before a consonant (e.g. help) (Cruttenden, 1994: 182; Jurančič Petek,
2007: 89). Dark [ɫ] is not a part of Slovene phonology (Toporišič, 2004: 76);
therefore, when students use the dark [ɫ] we can say that their interphonology rule
stems from English phonology. When they use clear [l] instead of dark [ɫ] in the
final position after a vowel or after a vowel following a consonant, we can say that
their interphonology rule stems from Slovene phonology.
Table 12: Responses for clear /l/ and dark [ɫ] in the word well spoken by students in Bohinj and
Maribor.

Bohinj
Maribor

/l/
%
28.57
(10)
16.67
(4)

[ɫ]
%
71.43
(25)
83.33
(20)

Total
35
24

The correct pronunciation of dark [ɫ] was achieved by 71.43% of students speaking
Upper Carniola dialect and 83.33% of students speaking Styrian dialect. Students
speaking Styrian dialect have an advantage over Upper Carniola students, as the RP
English /e/ is more open in front of dark [ɫ] and nearer to the Standard Slovene mid-
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open /ɛ/, which is favoured by Styrian students. Both Upper Carniola and Styrian
students in the case of dark [ɫ] clearly follow the rules of English phonology.
6.3.6.2 The Case of /u:/ Following /j/
The Standard Slovene long stressed /u/ corresponds to the RP English /u:/; however,
it is slightly less labialized and advanced, especially when compared with the [u:]
following /j/. Centralised [u] is relatively wide spread in Slovene Styria (Jurančič
Petek, 2007: 103); therefore, in the case of /u:/ following /j/, the speakers of Styrian
dialect are expected to come close to the correct pronunciation of the centralised
RP English [u:]. Upper Carniola students are expected to experience more
difficulties with achieving the correct pronunciation of the centralised RP English
[u:] following /j/. When students use the centralised [u:] following /j/, we can say
that their interphonology rule stems from English phonology. When they use
Standard Slovene long stressed /u/ instead of RP English centralised [u:], we can
say that their interphonology rule stems from Slovene phonology.
Table 13: Responses for centralised [u:] following /j/ in the word music spoken by students in
Bohinj and Maribor.
[u:]

u̘
%

u:
%

u̙
%

Other
%

Total
%

Bohinj

11.43
(4)

51.43
(18)

34.29
(12)

2.85
(1)

35

Maribor

37.50
(9)

33.33
(8)

29.17
(7)

0.00

24

The correct pronunciation of RP English centralised [u] following /j/ was achieved
by 51.43% of students speaking Upper Carniola dialect, while 33.33% of Styrian
students achieved the correct pronunciation. The higher number of correct
responses for centralised [u] following /j/ in Upper Carniola signifies that their
interphonology rule stems from English phonology. Dialect interference is visible
in the fronting of [u] in Styria. The Styrian students’ interphonology rule; therefore,
stems from their dialect.
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6.4 Hypotheses
H1: The pronunciation of English of Slovene students is influenced by their
dialect.
The influence of Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect on the pronunciation of English
of Slovene students was tested with an auditory analysis of the following sounds:
/e/, /æ/, /ɒ/, /u:/, /ʊ/. We focused on the quality of the vowels. The test was not
contaminated, as the students tried to correct their pronunciation, especially when
it came to word pairs such as bed – bad; however, they were not successful, which
is the first evidence for dialect influence. Responses for /e/ in Upper Carniola were
mostly correct, yet we can sense some traces of vowel reduction, as some students
reduced /e/ towards /i/. Dialect influence can be detected in the Styrian students’
responses for RP English /e/, as they employed a more open variant of /e/, which
can be placed somewhere between Standard Slovene mid-open /ɛ/ and RP English
/æ/. Responses for /æ/ in Upper Carniola show signs of dialect influence, as students
were closing the RP English /æ/ towards RP English /e/. Styrian students in this
case experienced positive dialect transfer and achieved a fairly high number of
correct responses for /æ/. Responses for /ɒ/ show a relatively small number of
deviant responses in both Upper Carniola and Styria. Students from both regions
experienced some difficulties with the pronunciation, due to orthographic factors
and semantic misinterpretations. A high number of correct responses for both /u:/
and /ʊ/ was achieved in Upper Carniola and Styria. The dialect influence can be
detected in the backing of /u:/ and /ʊ/ in Upper Carniola and fronting of /u:/ and /ʊ/
in Styria. We can conclude that both Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect
significantly influence the pronunciation of English of Slovene students.
H2: The dialect influence on the pronunciation of English is more visible in
Styria.
Students from Upper Carniola achieved a higher number of correct responses for
RP English /e/, while students from Styria were influenced by their dialect and
tended to open the RP English /e/ toward Standard Slovene mid-open /ɛ/. Both
students speaking Upper Carniola dialect and students speaking Styrian dialect
experienced dialect influence in the case of /æ/. Upper Carniola students were
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closing the RP English /æ/ towards RP English /e/, while Styrian students
experienced a positive dialect transfer and achieved a fairly high number of correct
responses. Upper Carniola and Styrian students achieved relatively high number of
correct responses for /u:/. Dialect influence is more present in the Styrian students’
responses for RP English /ʊ/. Students speaking Styrian dialect frequently
employed a more fronted version of [ʊ̘] instead of RP English /ʊ/. Both Upper
Carniola and Styrian students experience dialect influence; however, the influence
of the dialect is slightly more prevalent in the Styrian dialect region, especially in
the case of RP English /e/ and /ʊ/.
H3: Slovene learners of English speak interlanguage. The rules of their
interphonology mostly stem from Slovene phonological rules.
The rules of the interlanguage of Slovene learners of English are a combination of
the dialectically influenced vowels and the target language vowels. Consequently,
the rules of their interphonology come from Slovene phonological rules and RP
English phonological rules. The influence of Slovene and English phonology on the
students’ interlanguage was observed in two points. In the case of dark [ɫ], students
use the English phonology rule when they use dark [ɫ] in the final position after a
vowel or after a vowel following a consonant. When they employ clear [l] instead
of dark [ɫ], they are following the rules of Slovene phonology. Upper Carniola and
Styrian students follow the rules of English phonology in the case of dark [ɫ].
The Standard Slovene long stressed /u/ is less labialized and advanced, especially
in comparison with the centralised [u:] following /j/. Students follow the rules of
English phonology when they use the centralised [u:] following /j/. Their rules stem
from Slovene phonology when they use Standard Slovene long stressed /u/ instead
of RP English centralised [u:]. Upper Carniola students in this case follow the rules
of English phonology, while the interphonology rule of Styrian students stems from
their dialect. We can confirm that Slovene learners of English speak interlanguage;
however, the rules of their interphonology mostly stem from English phonological
rules.
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CONCLUSION

The master’s thesis considers the influence of Styrian and Upper Carniola dialect
on the pronunciation of English of Slovene students. Our first goal was to strengthen
the evidence for dialect influence. The influence of Styrian and Upper Carniola
dialect on the Slovene students’ pronunciation of English is evident in the students’
responses for RP English vowels /e/, /æ/, /ɒ/, /u:/, /ʊ/. The focus was on the quality
of vowels. The test items were carefully chosen on the basis of contrastive analysis.
The test was not contaminated; the students tried to correct their response,
especially when it came to pairs of words such as food–foot, because they knew that
the pronunciation of the two words should differ in some aspect; however, they
were unable to provide a correct response, which is a strong evidence of dialect
influence.
The influence of dialect on the Slovene students’ pronunciation of English is most
noticeable in the case of /e/. RP English /e/ is a short front vowel, pronounced with
the front of the tongue raised between the mid-close and mid-open position with the
lips loosely spread (Cruttenden, 1994: 101). Standard Slovene, on the contrary, has
two /e/ sounds, namely a mid-close /e/ and a mid-open /ɛ/. RP English /e/ has no
equivalent in the Standard Slovene. Consequently, students are likely to replace RP
English /e/ with either mid-close /e/ or mid-open /ɛ/. The results confirmed our
predictions. The students speaking Upper Carniola dialect were more inclined to
use the RP English /e/ or a slightly closer variant of /e/, similar to Standard Slovene
mid-close /e/. In comparison, the students from Styria used a significantly more
open variant, namely e++, which is positioned between the Standard Slovene midopen /ɛ/ and the RP English /æ/.
Dialect influence can also be detected in the case of /æ/. Students from Upper
Carniola region were expected to narrow the RP English /æ/ to mid-open /ɛ/ because
of the process of vowel reduction, while students from Styria were expected to have
little problems with the pronunciation of RP /æ/, as mid-open /ɛ/ is more frequently
used in Styrian dialect. Again, the results were close to out predictions. Upper
Carniola students in most cases chose RP English /e/ as a substitute for RP English
/æ/. Standard Slovene mid-open /ɛ/ was the second most favoured substitute for RP
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English /æ/ among Upper Carniola students. Students speaking Styrian dialect
achieved the highest number of correct responses for RP English /æ/. Although,
their most frequent choice for RP English /æ/ was a variant [-æ] which can be placed
between mid-open /ɛ/ and /æ/.
Both Upper Carniola and Styrian students achieved a high number of correct
responses for RP English /ɒ/, which is surprising as we expected students from
Styria to use a more close variant of /ɒ/ as a substitute. The high number of correct
responses for RP /ɒ/ in Styria can be attributed to the influence of General
American. Students from both regions experienced some difficulties with the
pronunciation of RP English /ɒ/, due to orthographic factors and incorrect semantic
interpretation. The word pot was often pronounced as put, while the word robber
was misinterpreted as rubber.
The RP English long stressed /u:/ is a close back vowel. Although RP /uː/ is very
similar to the Standard Slovene /u:/, it is slightly less advanced. The speakers of
Upper Carniola dialect in most instances correctly pronounced the RP English /u:/
in the first distributional context (Cu:C). A high number of Upper Carniola students
used the less advanced [u̙] as a substitute for RP English /u:/, which signals dialect
interference. In approximately half of the cases, the Styrian students provided the
correct pronunciation of RP English /u:/. In Central Styrian dialect the vowel /u/
transformed into /ü/, which was noted in a relatively high number of responses for
[u̘].
In the case of RP English /ʊ/, which is a very weakly rounded back-central, midclose vowel, the students speaking Upper Carniola dialect in most cases achieved
the correct pronunciation of /ʊ/. The influence of the dialect can be detected in a
relatively high number of responses for both [u̙] and [ʊ̙]. The influence of the dialect
is also visible when it comes to Styrian students, as they in most cases chose a more
front variant, namely [ʊ̘], as a substitute for RP English /ʊ/. We can conclude that
both Upper Carniola and Styrian dialect significantly influence the pronunciation
of English of Slovene students.
The second goal of the master’s thesis was to observe the extent of dialect influence
in both dialect areas and to determine in which area the dialect influence on the
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pronunciation of English is more visible. Students speaking Upper Carniola dialect
achieved a higher number of correct responses for RP English /e/ than students from
Styria, who were influenced by their dialect and tended to use a significantly more
open variant, namely e++, which is positioned between the Standard Slovene midopen /ɛ/ and the RP English /æ/. Both students speaking Upper Carniola dialect and
students speaking Styrian dialect experienced dialect influence in the case of /æ/.
Under the influence of their dialect, students from Upper Carniola were closing the
RP English /æ/ towards RP English /e/. In comparison, Styrian students experienced
a positive dialect transfer and achieved a fairly high number of correct responses.
Upper Carniola and Styrian students achieved relatively high number of correct
responses for /u:/. However, dialect influence is visible in a relatively high number
of uses of the less advanced [u̙] in Upper Carniola. The fronting of /u/ in Styria is
evidence of dialect interference as Central Styrian dialect transformed the vowel /u/
into /ü/. Dialect influence is more present in the Styrian students’ responses for RP
English /ʊ/. Students speaking Styrian dialect frequently employed a more fronted
version of [ʊ̘] instead of RP English /ʊ/. Students speaking Upper Carniola dialect
as well as students speaking Styrian dialect experience dialect influence. The
influence of the dialect is slightly more prevalent in the Styrian dialect region,
especially in the case of RP English /e/ and /ʊ/.
Our third goal was to identify the reasons for dialect influence. Slovene learners of
English speak their own interlanguage. The rules of their interphonology combine
Slovene phonological rules with the rules of English phonology. The influence of
Slovene and English phonology on the students’ interlanguage was observed in two
points. Firstly, we considered the case of dark [ɫ]. Dark [ɫ] is a part of RP English
phonology and is not included in Slovene phonology. Consequently, when students
use dark [ɫ] in the final position after a vowel or after a vowel following a consonant,
their interphonology rule stems from English phonology. When they use clear [l]
instead of dark [ɫ], their interphonology rule stems from Slovene phonology. In the
case of dark [ɫ], both Upper Carniola and Styrian students follow the rules of
English phonology.
Secondly, we examined the case of /u:/ following /j/. In RP English /u:/ that follows
/j/ is centralised. The Standard Slovene long stressed /u/ correlates with RP English
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/u:/, but it is less labialized and advanced. Students are following the rules of
English phonology when they use centralised [u:] following /j/. On the contrary,
when they choose Standard Slovene long stressed /u/ as a substitute, they are
following the rules of Slovene phonology. Students speaking Upper Carniola
dialect achieved a higher number of correct responses for centralised [u] following
/j/ than students speaking Styrian dialect. Dialect interference is visible in the
fronting of [u] in Styria. Upper Carniola students’ in this case use the rules of
English interphonology, while Styrian students’ interphonology rule stems from
their dialect.
Further research could be conducted on the auditory materials we gathered in the
course of this master’s thesis. The statistical analysis of all vowels for which we
provided contrastive analysis could be carried out. Also, the effects of coarticulation
could be observed in further detail. In addition, auditory analysis could be
complemented by an acoustic analysis of materials with PRAAT program.
Rich vocabulary and good grammar are not enough for successful communication;
therefore, more attention should be drawn to teaching pronunciation, as good
pronunciation contributes to effective communication. By knowing and
acknowledging the pronunciation differences between Styrian dialect, Upper
Carniola dialect and RP English, we are able to improve the learners’ pronunciation
with reinforced practice in the areas of negative transfer.
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APPENDICES

9.1 Appendix A: Questionnaire
VPRAŠALNIK ZA UČENCA (Prosim, pišite z velikimi črkami)
Šifra učenca:
Spol (M/Ž):
Leto rojstva:
Kraj rojstva:
Stalno bivališče (kraj):
Kje si preživel/a večji del otroštva:
Od kod izvirajo/ prihajajo starši:

________________________
___________
___________
________________________
________________________
________________________
Mati: ________________________
Oče: ________________________

Dosedanje šolanje:
Osnovna šola:
Koliko let se že učiš angleško?

________________________
________________________

S KRIŽCEM, PROSIM, OZNAČI USTREZNI ODGOVOR:
Ali kdo v družini govori jezik, ki ni GORENJSKI?
DA O

NE O

S kom govoriš v dialektu/narečju (N), v pogovorni (P) in knjižni slovenščini (K)?
starši (N) O
(P) O
(K) O
učitelji

bratom/
sestro

(N) O
(P) O
(K) O

prijatelji (N)
(P)
(K)

O
O
O

(N) O
(P) O
(K) O

Si že bil/a v kakšni angleško govoreči deželi?
Ne O

če da,

Da O

Kje? ___________ Kdaj? _____________ Kako dolgo? ____________
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9.2 Appendix B: Test
TEST

I. POČASI PREBERI NASLEDNJE POVEDI.
May I say something?

This music is good.

Affair is terrible.

The girl goes to church.

Zebra is my pet.

I heard you are hurt.

It’s seven o’clock in the morning.

I had a bath.

Leave the room.

This bed is bad.

II. POČASI PREBERI NASLEDNJE STOLPCE BESED IN ZVEZ.
1.

2.

3.

4.

medicine

short

ten tents

heat - hit

nest

sleep

technical help

shoe - shoot

egg

last

very well

food – foot

pot

banana

talking robot

bag - beg

rock

lava

cool colour

hover

brother

robber
III. NASLEDNJE BESEDE PREVEDI V ANGLEŠČINO.
žoga
policija
srce
črv
moški
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